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The Chilam Balam of Ixil: The Contents and Contexts of a Colonial 
Maya Manuscript

Gail Fish
New College of Florida 2013

ABSTRACT

This work is an extended discussion and analysis of the colonial Maya manuscript, 

the Chilam Balam of Ixil. This manuscript was written in the Yucatec village of Ixil in the 

late eighteenth century and is a compilation of various sources. Its focus is primarily on 

astronomy and astrology, both of European and Mesoamerican origin.

This  research  is  historically  and  anthropologically  grounded  to  provide  a  more 

holistic view of the work itself. I argue that the Ixil manuscript is analogous to a fixed 

landscape in which sources from multiple times and places are resituated in a coherent 

work. This new whole is grounded in the decisions of the scribe, operating in a specific 

historical,  colonial,  and  literary context.  I  also  demonstrate  how the  work  itself  was 

received and used far outside of the world in which it was written. 

The discussion of these ideas together show not only that this manuscript is worthy of 

study as a material object, but also how it can be used to illuminate a wide range of 

concerns  and  ideas  in  both  colonial  Yucatán  and  in  the  history  of  anthropological 

endeavors. ___________________

Anthony P. Andrews
___________________

Gabrielle Vail

Division of Social Sciences
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CHAPTER ONE:

INTRODUCTION

The Books of Chilam Balam are a collection of colonial Maya manuscripts containing 

material  from before and after the Spanish Conquest.    These manuscripts have their 

origins in the Mayan-speaking1 Yucatán peninsula, and  are named after a Postclassic 

Maya prophet or priest (chilam) whose surname was Balám, or jaguar (Knowlton 2010:2; 

Caso Barrera 2011:11).  It is possible that this prophet authored a no longer extant master  

text which serves as a basis for Postclassic material found in the Books of Chilam Balam 

(Restall 1997:129).  There are at least nine surviving Books (Bricker and Miram 2002:1). 

Most  of  these  Books  were  named after  the  local  village  or  cah in  which  they were 

discovered.   Despite sharing some of the same colonial and Postclassic source material, 

these books vary in form and content considerably.   The Books of Chilam Balam of 

Chumayel, Tizimín, and Tusik are largely historical and prophetic works, whereas the 

Books of Chilam Balam of Kaua, Chan Kan, Nah, Tekax, and Ixil tend to contain more 

astrological, astronomical, and medicinal information (Bricker and Miram 2002:1). This 

thesis will focus on the Chilam Balam of Ixil.

1 Through this work “Mayan” will  refer specifically to written Yucatec Mayan.  The Maya language  
family consists of  roughly thirty Mayan languages spoken in Belize,  Guatemala,  parts of  Highland 
Chiapas, and the Yucatan Peninsula.  Yucatec Mayan was among the most commonly spoken Mayan 
languages in the colonial era as well as in the present-day.
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Figure 1.  Map of Yucatec towns in which  Books of Chilam  books were found (Hanks 
2010:343). The line dividing the peninsula represents the official boundaries of Spanish 
colonial jurisdiction.

The  most  prevalent  language  of  these  community  manuscripts  is  Yucatec  Maya 

written  in  an  alphabetic  script  of  European  origin.   However,  many of  these  books, 

including  the  Ixil,  contain  short  sections  in  Spanish,  Nahuatl,  or  Latin  (Knowlton 

2010:2).  The diversity of language is also mirrored in the diversity of texts and sources 

within these books.

The first scholar to study these books was was a Yucatecan linguist, historian, and 

politician, Juan Pío Pérez Bermón.  His work was dedicated to compiling and translating 

various colonial Maya texts. Additionally he sought to create a chronology of the Yucatan 

region.  One of his works,  Principales Epocas de la historia antigua de Yucatán,  uses 
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materials  from the  Maní,  the  Kaua,  and  the  Ixil  to  achieve  this  goal.2  Perez  also 

translated and edited the Maní, a work which he published along with other materials in 

the Códice Pérez. Subsequently, Spanish editions of most of the Books of Chilam Balam 

have appeared in print.

English-speaking scholars, however, did not examine and write on these manuscripts 

themselves until the early twentieth century. The first English—and heavily annotated—

edition of the  Chumayel  was published by Ralph Roys in 1933.3 A second edition, in 

verse format with extensive notes, was published by Munro Edmonson in 1986. A third 

translation was published by Richard Luxton in 1995. English editions of the  Tizimín 

have also been published by Maud Makemson (1951), Edmonson (1982), and Luxton 

(2010).   In  2002,  Victoria  Bricker  and  Helga  Miram  published  perhaps  the  most 

comprehensive translation of one of these books, the Kaua, which provides side-by-side 

comparisons of the original text and an English translation as well as copious, discursive 

footnotes on its contents.  

In  the  nineteenth  century,  the  Chilam  Balam  of  Ixil  was  housed  in  the  Mérida 

archives of the Biblioteca Cepada Peraza.  In the early twentieth century this manuscript 

was divided and sold to private collectors in the United States.  The Ixil and Tizimín were 

sold to Laura Temple who, in 1928, returned these manuscripts to Mexico and intended to 

donate them to the Museo Nacional de Arqueología, Historia y Ethnografía in Mexico 

City.   They  were  housed  in  a  manuscript  repository  at  the  Biblioteca  Nacional  de 

Antropología  e  Historia,  a  part  of  this  museum.   In  1935  Alfredo  Barrera  Vasquez 
2 The original manuscript, written in 1842, was first published by John Lloyd Stephens as an appendix in 

Incidents of Travel in Yucatan (1843, Vol. 2: 323-27). See chapter four for a more critical analysis of 
Perez's work with the Ixil.

3 Chapter four of this work provides a more critical analysis of Roy's work with the Ixil.
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identified the Ixil as one of the Books of Chilam Balam (Caso Barrera 2011:15).  Pages 

of  this  manuscript  have  recently  been  on  display  at  the  National  Museum  of 

Anthropology in Mexico City.

In 1946 parts  of the Ixil's contents were analyzed in a short article entitled, “The 

Book of Chilam Balam of Ixil” by Ralph L. Roys. In Bricker and Miram's work (Bricker 

and Miram 2002) passages cognate with those in the Kaua were noted and contextualized 

in a wider frame of colonial Maya literacy.  However, it was not until 2011 that a full-

color facsimile of the Chilam Balam of Ixil was published and made available for the first 

time in its entirety for a wider audience (Caso Barrera 2011). 

 This 2011 publication of the Book of Chilam Balam of Ixil was fully transliterated 

into a modern type face and translated into Spanish.  Included with this are two Spanish-

language essays on this particular the Ixil's contents and context.  The publication of this 

manuscript will allow future scholars to investigate more thoroughly a book which has 

historically been less subjected to scholarly attention than some other Books of Chilam 

Balam.

The Ixil in its current form is comprised of forty-four leaves of European paper and 

measures 21.6 by 14.6 centimeters.  While some of the manuscript has been subjected to 

damage it is, on the whole, legible.  There are several cases within the document in which 

the paper leaves appear inverted or shuffled. Caso Barrera hypothesizes, for example, that 

pages 42 to 43R originally succeeded the folia marked 2A to 6.

As  in  the  other  Books  of  Chilam  Balam,  the  primary  language  of  the  Ixil  was 

Yucatec, which was spoken and used as a lingua franca not only by the Maya commoners 
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but also by the nobility and Spanish officials.  The dialect of Yucatec employed in the  

book  most  resembles  that  of  the  western  part  of  the  peninsula  with  orthographic 

conventions varying from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century (Caso Barrera 2011:18) 

likely because some source material was recopied from earlier times and other parts were 

written later.  

In  short,  the  Books  of  Chilam  Balam,  are  fascinating  objects.   Their  scribes 

incorporated and re-framed a diverse array of sources, ideas, languages, and iconography, 

that perhaps seemed out of place to early researchers who wished to use its contents for 

insights on prehispanic times.  The Ixil was written in a very specific time and place, 

despite  including  information  and  influences  from many  contexts.  In  addition  to  its 

scribes reinterpreting and juxtaposing a variety of sources into a coherent narrative, the 

Ixil itself was subsequently resituated by outside scholars into a variety of new contexts. 

The  following  second  chapter  will  be  devoted  to  providing  the  historic  and cultural 

background in which the Ixil was written.  It will touch on the themes of Maya literacy 

and the Postclassic almanac tradition.  It will also provide a brief history and trace the 

development of Spanish colonization efforts in how they pertain to writing, language, and 

censorship.  Finally, this chapter will provide a summary of life in the village of Ixil at the 

turn of the nineteenth century.  This evidence should illustrate the appropriateness of the 

Ixil in the place and time in which it was written.

The third chapter of this work will deal primarily with the sources contained within 

the Ixil's pages itself.  Like the other Books of Chilam Balam, the Ixil contains a variety 

of sources of both European and Mesoamerican origin.  Many of the European sources 
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can be  pinned to precise  works  and dates  of  composition.   The material  referencing 

Mesoamerican calendrical information often found in other manuscripts, both colonial 

and prehispanic.   Relying on insights from Shannon Dawdy's 2010 article “Clockpunk 

Anthropology and the Ruins of Modernity” I argue that the diverse sources within the Ixil 

are analogous to features on a landscape fixed in time.  The recopied or translated sources 

are placed together in this manuscript and take on vastly different meanings than each 

source's author initially intended.  To illustrate this, I examine four sections in the Ixil that 

I have selected for this study, and analyze their origins, the cultural context in which they 

were written, and how these might have changed when placed into this manuscript.

The fourth  chapter  pulls  back from the  sources  within  the  Ixil  and examines  the 

artifact as a whole and how the framing of the manuscript changes through time.  This 

chapter seeks to provide analysis  beyond the confines of a short literature review.  It  

critically examines not only how Maya scribes integrated parts of sources into a different 

worldview, but also how later researchers reshaped the Ixil to fit their own experiences 

and agendas.  I examine how four scholars, Pío Pérez, Brasseur de Bourbourg, Ralph 

Roys, and Victoria Bricker all approached the work differently, selectively emphasizing 

some portions over others.  I begin with the figure of Pío Pérez, who published what he 

perceived were prehispanic materials within the pages of the Ixil in journals for and by 

the peninsula's young elite. Showing off a sliver of this manuscript was likely intended to 

portray the peninsula as richly unique and to further a new localized literary tradition. 

Then  I  discuss  Brasseur  de  Bourbourg's  role  in  shaping  the  conception  of  “Maya” 

manuscripts,  though  he  was  only  exposed  to  a  small,  indirect  reference  to  the  Ixil. 
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Following this, I focus the chapter on Ralph Roys, who worked with the manuscript in its 

entirety as part of a well-funded arm of Maya research focusing scholarly attention on 

primarily  prehispanic  Maya  objects.  Finally,  I  discuss  Victoria  Bricker's  writing  and 

influences from the late-twentieth century.

The  final  chapter  will  be  devoted  to  the  conclusions  from this  research  and  will 

suggest  future  directions  that  this  project  could  take.  The  thread  that  leads  to  those 

conclusions takes place in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER TWO:

 WRITING AND COLONIAL YUCATÁN

In order to understand fully the social place of the Book of Chilam Balam of Ixil it is 

necessary to examine several aspects of the context in which it was written.  The Ixil, a 

manuscript  written  by prestigious  members  of  a  community which  incorporates  new, 

foreign beliefs, and has precedents and continuities from prehispanic times.  Thus, the 

first  section  of  this  chapter  will  be  devoted  to  discussing  this  scribal  and  linguistic 

traditions and looking at the prehispanic Paris, Madrid, and Dresden codices.  It will also 

show how Nahuatl influences were adapted into a preexisting belief system.  This will be 

used to show some parallels of European influences within the Ixil.

The  second section  will  provide  an  overview of  the  processes  of  colonization  in 

Yucatán.  Drawing primarily from William Hanks' work, Converting Words, it will show 

how attempts at religious conversion, the reorganization of towns and governments, and 

Spanish use and shaping of Yucatec are all linked under the policy of  reducción.  This 

will demonstrate Spanish efforts of bounding the language and their goals of providing a 

total conversion.  

In the third section I will demonstrate how Maya scribes responded to these ideas of 

reducción.  First I will look at how scribes from noble families sought to preserve their 

elite  status  under  colonial  rule.   Then  I  will  examine  other  types  of  documents  that 

indigenous people wrote roughly contemporaneously with the books of Chilam Balam to 
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problematize the neat divisions between resisting colonial order and complying with it.

Finally, I will create a brief sketch of the village of Ixil itself as it stood at the time of  

the Book's composition.   This is  intended not only to provide a “case study” for the 

processes  of  reducción and Maya responses.  It also incorporates much more localized 

history, archaeology, and set of contingencies in which the book was written.

Postclassic Scribes, Codices and the Representation of New Beliefs

Although the Book of Chilam Balam of Ixil is written in an alphabetic script and 

contains a wealth of material brought over by the Spanish, an almanac tradition existed in 

the centuries before Spanish contact.  The scribes who compiled these almanacs, similar 

to those of the Books of Chilam Balam, not only preserved traditional knowledge, but 

also selectively incorporated new, outside information and belief systems relevant to their 

communities.  This section will provide an overview of a pre-conquest scribal tradition in 

the Yucatán Peninsula, including the language and writing system used, and will show 

examples of how new knowledge was incorporated into these almanacs.  Throughout this 

section, I will also compare these features and practices to features in the Ixil and in other 

Books of Chilam Balam.

An established tradition of writing and the scribal profession existed in the Maya 

region for centuries before the Spanish arrived.  The earliest inscribed symbolic systems 

in Mesoamerica likely came from the Zapotecs in the Valley of Oaxaca some time after 

400  B.C.E.  (Coe  1998:40).   By  the  fourth  century  C.E.,  Maya  glyphs  appeared  on 
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artifacts—largely portable jade objects and ceramics (1998:44).  In the Classic Period, 

which spanned roughly from the third through ninth century C.E., much of the Maya area 

from Yucatán to Chiapas to Honduras utilized carved stone stellae whose textual content 

commemorated  the  lives  and  achievements  of  polity  leaders.   However,  the  scribal 

practice which most resembled that of colonial monuments was painting.4 Some genres of 

“painting” which survive from prehispanic times in the Maya area are painted murals, 

painted polychrome ceramic vessels, and screenfold books.

Before  the  arrival  of  the  Spanish,  Maya  scribes  were  few in  number  and  held  a 

prestigious position in society.  The position of scribe was known as ah tz'ib, and a high 

rank of this was aj k'uhuun, or, “the keeper of the holy paper” (Coe 2005:13).  Because 

training to write was limited to a select few, these individuals performed many duties, 

such as that of a librarian,  historian,  astronomer,  and tribute recorder.   In Postclassic 

Yucatán, both ah k'in (priests) and chilans (interpreters) seemed to have placed important 

roles in reading and interpreting hieroglyphic texts and calendrics (Vail 2012:8).

This writing system in the codices, on monuments, or on personal artifacts was not 

alphabetic.  Maya glyphs were a complex mixture of syllabic glyphs and logographs. 

This meant that in addition to glyphs that were essentially “pictorial” in nature, such as 

the  names  of  many  gods,  there  were  also  glyphs  that  represented  syllables,  either 

composed of a vowel, or a vowel and a consonant (Coe 2005:24).  Instead of a horizontal 

string of alphabetic characters, glyphs were clustered into square glyph blocks, usually 

read in columns of two.  Each glyph block contained anywhere from one to four or more 

4 Prehispanic Maya did not distinguish between painting and writing, using the term tz'ib' for both.
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logographs or syllabic glyphs.  This writing system was also characterized by a high 

degree of polyvalence, or multiple ways to write the same sign.

Figure 2.1: Syllabary illustrating some of the many ways of writing the 

syllable [u].  (Coe and van Stone 2005:157).

The longest texts dating from the Postclassic period were written in fig-bark paper 

codices.   As Diego de Landa, who saw many more codices than those that survive today 

describes them:

“They wrote their books on a long sheet doubled in folds, which was 
then enclosed between two boards finely ornamented; the writing was on 
one side and the other, according to the folds.  The paper they made from 
the roots of a tree, andgave it a white finish excellent for writing upon”  

(Tozzer 1941: 13)5.

Of these codices which Maya scribes showed Spanish conquerors, only three survive. 

5 However, since this translation of de Landa's Relación de las Cosas de Yucatán dates from the early 
colonial period, there is some doubt as to whether this work is truly that of Diego de Landa.  For an 
excellent analysis of this document and its provenience and translation history see the study by Matthew 
Restall and John Chuchiak (2002). 
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These codices are the Dresden, Madrid, and Paris codices, named for the European cities 

where  they  are  currently  housed.   These  manuscripts  contain  divinatory  and  ritual 

almanacs, astronomical tables, calendrical systems—such as the tracking of Venus cycles

—and pictorial representations of deities (Vail 2006: 498).

An interesting feature of  many of these manuscripts  is  that  the ones  that  survive 

appear to have been written by multiple scribes.  In the case of the Dresden Codex, there 

is evidence that it was composed by six different scribes, with one responsible for the 

majority of its contents (Grube 2012).  This practice of multiple scribes working on a 

single manuscript continues into the late colonial period.  The Chilam Balam of Kaua was 

written by at least five different scribes (Bricker and Miram 2002:11).  Examining the 

paleography of the Ixil  and looking for multiple scribal hands would be a productive 

avenue for further research, although outside the scope of this work.

The glyphic writing in these Postclassic codices can also be characterized as a “mixed 

literary  and  lexical  tradition”,  possibly  by  virtue  of  recopying  texts  from  other 

manuscripts.   In  the  Postclassic  codices,  both  the  Yucatecan  and  Ch'olan  language 

families are represented (Vail 2012:12).  In the Classic period, an older form of Ch'olti' 

probably served as  a  lingua franca throughout  the  Maya area (Houston 2000).   Vail 

(2000) argues that Yucatecan scribes likely often copied texts “originally written in a 

Ch'olan language,  but that they were also incorporating Yucatecan spellings into their 

updated manuscripts” (Vail 2012:12).

In the Books of Chilam Balam, the use of multiple languages and recopying of older 
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manuscripts is likewise prevalent.  The languages in these manuscripts differ from the 

Postclassic codices and include Spanish, Yucatec6, Latin, and Nahuatl.  The third chapter 

of this work closely examines sources in the Ixil. One example contemporary with the 

Ixil  that  uses  multiple  languages  is  the  Book  of  Chilam  Balam  of  Kaua.  In  some 

instances, the borrowed text are fully translated (with adaptations) into Yucatec, such as 

the “Maiden of Teodora” story and other texts, are left in their original Latin (George-

Hirons 2013:8). As in the Postclassic, the small number of scribes who could read and 

write  these  manuscripts  did  not  seem  to  take  issue  with  the  presence  of  multiple 

languages and actively continued this practice.

In the early twentieth century, many western scholars only used those parts of the 

Books  of  Chilam Balam that  they  deemed  “traditional”  and  uncorrupted  by  outside 

influence (see Chapter 4).  What these scholars did not know (largely because glyphic 

decipherment efforts were still in their early stages), was that Postclassic codices, too, 

also incorporated outside knowledge within their screenfold pages. One example of this 

is the Venus Table in the Dresden Codex. Though this particular almanac was first used in 

the tenth century, it had been updated centuries later to include “a re-telling of Maya and 

Mexican stories of creation leading to the birth of the present sun (Hun Ahaw)” (Vail 

2012:19). The introduction of Mexican cosmology to the region was not present when 

parts of the Venus table were first written down. Instead, they show the concerns of a 

later scribe, who would have deemed both the traditional Venus tables, and an influx of 

6 Although written Yucatec was not static and included neologisms and borrowings from the preceding 
centuries.  See the next section of this chapter, Reducción and Colonial Yucatán, for more information.
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central Mexican cosmology and influence in the region as worthy for incorporation into 

an almanac.  

Reducción and Colonial Yucatán

As I have shown, an exceptionally rich writing tradition existed before the arrival of 

the Spanish, and many aspects of this continued into some of the most illustrious Maya 

manuscripts  from colonial  times.  However,  there  were  several  centuries  between  the 

composition  of  these  Postclassic  codices  and  the  Chilam  Balam  of  Ixil,  and  this 

intermediary  period  still  warrants  discussion.  This  section  will  focus  on  the  colonial 

context, and Spanish influence and presence as it regards to writing.  Not only will I 

discuss  Spanish  perceptions  and  interactions  and  policies  regarding  writing,  but  how 

these policies fit in with the wider goal of reducción.  

During the contact period in the early sixteenth century, most Spaniards, did not fully 

grasp  the  complexities  or  subtitles  of  the  Maya  writing  system and scribal  tradition. 

Mistaking  syllabic  glyphs  for  single  alphabetic  letters,  Diego  de  Landa  included  a 

diagram in his Relación illustrating the glyphs of the “Maya alphabet”.
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Figure 2.2 Landa's Alphabet (Tozzer 1941:170)

Unbeknownst to Landa, his informant (likely Antonio Gaspar Chi) responded to his 

requests to draw the “letters” of the Maya alphabet with drawings of a partial syllabary. 

In one example, rather than writing the letter “b” the informant wrote the syllable /be/ 

which is how the Spanish would pronounce their letter aloud (Coe 1999:148).

To Landa and other Spaniards, this curiosity about codices and glyphic writing did 

not last long.  They soon realized that these books not only relayed historical information, 

but also spoke of local cosmology and rituals to honor non-Christian deities.  During the 

1562  auto  de  fe and  other  inquisitions,  Spanish  officials  destroyed  numerous  Maya 

codices, along with other objects such as ceramic figurines and incense burners to stamp 

out “idolatry” and the worshiping of pagan deities.  These idolatry trials were brutal: 

more than 4,500 Indians were tortured during the first three months of the inquisition 
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alone, and over 150 died because of these trials (Clendinnen 1987:76).  The continued 

production of codices carried real  and dire  consequences for the scribes.  Nonetheless 

evidence  from trials  suggests  that,  despite  widespread  torture  and  destruction  of  the 

physical objects, Maya priests continued to make these clay idols, as well as codices 

throughout the colonial period (Chuchiak 2010:105).  

Before  these idolatry trials,  and in  the  centuries  after,  Spanish officials  sought  to 

shape many aspects of “their” colonial realm, including language and literacy.  Much of 

this fell under the much broader policy of  reducción.  The term reducción refers to the 

official Spanish policies and tactics to convert native inhabitants of the New World into 

Christians under their jurisdiction.  The process of reducción and the ideology associated 

with it  are critical  to understanding Spanish-Maya interactions and the context of the 

Yucatec language in the colonial era.   While the term appears to be a cognate of the 

English “reduction,” this translation is misleading.  In Sebastián de Covarrubias's 1611 

dictionary, he defines the term reducir(se) as convencer(se) or “to (become) convince(d)” 

(Hanks 2010:2).  This reducción was intended to run deeper than symbolic baptisms or 

the teaching of scriptures.  Hanks argued that through these policies the Spanish friars 

believed,  “Indios  would  practice  civility  not  because  they  were  forced  to  do  so  but 

because they were persuaded of its rightness” (Hanks 2010:3).  In this sense,  reducción 

was intended to be a more complete and arguably totalizing form of conversion.

This  process  had  many  broad,  overarching  tactics.   The  first  was  to  reorganize 

indigenous populations into towns based on Spanish concepts of space and governance. 
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In early colonial Yucatán in the mid- to late- sixteenth centuries, this took the form of 

reorganizing  Maya  settlements  into  townships  and  larger  units  to  be  governed  and 

accounted for by Spanish officials.  One of the most prevalent arrangements of towns was 

the guardianía composed of a mission center and dependent villages arranged around this 

center (Hanks 2010:40).  This arrangement allowed friars a means to account for and to 

monitor villages. As in many guardianías, the ratio of Spanish to those of native descent 

was often smaller than one in six hundred (Hanks 2010:41).  An intent of this design was 

to impose an organizational system on the region and to “remake” it the image of the 

Spanish in which the mission would be physically central in the inhabitants' lives.7    

Another obvious way that Spanish officials sought to shape Maya ways of life was 

through religious conversion. In remote areas, it was friars (of the Franciscan order in 

Yucatán) and other religious figures that led the way in the colonization and expansion of 

the  Spanish  Empire.  Consequently,  those  who  devoted  their  lives  to  a  religious 

organization were often the only direct European contact point for many villagers.

As they did with towns and religion in New Spain, Spanish officials sought to define, 

bind, and regulate the Maya language.  This regulation was done through the introduction 

and  dissemination  of  grammars  of  indigenous  languages.   Just  before  the  Spanish 

presence in the New World, this was a fairly new but rapidly widespread practice within 

Spain.  In 1492 Antonio de Nebrija created the first grammar for Castilian Spanish, and in 

1517, a book of orthography rules (Mignolo 1995:38).  This practice, set in Spain, would 
7 In actuality this was hardly the case.  Throughout the colonial period, especially in the formation of the  

first guardianías (Hanks 2010:39) and in the mid-seventeenth century (Hanks 2010:54- Farriss 1984) 
patterns of flight and return were extremely frequent and allowed for people, ideas, and language to  
flow back and forth across multiple geographies instead of radiating solely from a mission town.
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be used to define “correct” speech and standardize it, and to commit to paper the ways of 

speaking which were acceptable to those making the rules.  In doing so, this created a 

precedent for one literate group to determine which forms of speech and writing were to 

be  codified  as  “correct”  and  to  create  a  novel  distinction  between  “normative”  and 

“other” writing and arguably speech. This practice of codifying language was transferred 

to New Spain.

Few friars sought to teach Maya pupils the Spanish-language; instead,  most made 

efforts to learn Yucatec.  Spanish officials noted and valued strong proficiency in  native 

languages  all  across  New  Spain.   Those  with  strong  proficiency  were  given  the 

designation  lengua,  and were allowed to preach and hear confession; a  medio lengua 

could not preach, but could hear confession; those with little language training could do 

neither  (Hanks  2010:10).   Yucatec  language  abilities  represented  authority  and 

competence  for  Spanish  officials,  and  translated  into  officialized  hierarchies  and  an 

elevated status in colonial governance.

In 1547 the first Franciscan mission to Yucatán was founded in Mérida under the 

leadership  of  Fray  Luis  de  Villalpando.   In  this  early  period  of  interaction  and 

subjugation, Villalpando learned Yucatec Maya and wrote a grammar of the language 

(Chuchiak 2010:89).  Soon after, another friar and Villalpando's companion, Fray Juan de 

Herrera founded the first school intended for Maya villagers (Hanks 2010:89), where up 

to one thousand children attended, largely from noble families.  These friars created a 

phonetic spelling system using the Latin alphabet to transliterate Yucatec Maya.  The 
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Yucatec language written in this new alphabet was the prevailing medium of instruction.

Though the Spanish began training Maya nobility from literate families in reading 

and writing in an alphabetic script, missionaries quickly changed strategies, as teaching 

only the nobility failed to dramatically enhance Spain's influence over the region, as  they 

feared these same nobles would retain too much power and their old religion within their 

villages (Chuchiak 2010:92). After just a few years, they sought to instruct wider number 

of Maya in the alphabetic script.  The Spanish attempted to accomplish two things with 

this decision.  There would be a larger pool of literate, competent people to pull from for 

the most esteemed positions in the Spanish system of the repúblicas de indios so that the 

Spanish would need not rely on the traditional nobility who would likely ignore Spanish 

ideas of governance (Chuchiak 2010:92).  It also spread ideas of Spanish literacy to the 

masses, so more than just one village scribe could read Spanish decrees or religious texts. 

Furthermore, in training commoners, they hoped to avoid a possibility of a strong, literate 

Maya nobility that would lead its populace to relapse into “idolatry”.

To learn the local language, and to teach alphabetic literacy to Maya subjects, friars 

compiled dictionaries for themselves.  In contrast to those who compiled dictionaries in 

Spain who could draw on their societal and regional positions to inform their views of a 

“correct” grammar and lexicon, bilingual dictionaries, though codifying a language early 

on, are an amalgamation of many sources.  Hanks argues that:

 “the Maya [the dictionaries] codify was not invented out of whole 
cloth spoken by the friars but was already marked by and in dialogue with 
the  Maya  as  spoken  by  its  native  speakers,  including  men,  women, 
officials, commoners, the faithful, and the incorrigible” (2010:154).
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Despite  drawing from multiple  sources  of linguistic  knowledge and codifying the 

language's  written  forms,  these  dictionaries  were  nevertheless  compiled  through  the 

prism of their  various Spanish authors and their  experiences with the language.   The 

aforementioned  literary  tradition  which  did  not  always  mirror  contemporary  spoken 

Yucatec did not seem to appear in these dictionaries.  In short, these dictionaries were 

resources  used for  Europeans and created by Europeans.   They served to  bound and 

codify the language, but encompassed much material from people their creators wished to 

reducir.  

This  framework  allowed  the  Spanish  to  create  neologisms  to  explain  new ideas, 

especially those relating to the tenants of the Christian canon.  An example of this are 

neologisms used to explain three doctrinal concepts: baptism, belief, and conversion.  As 

in  English,  in  Spanish  these words  are  not  linguistically related but  are  conceptually 

related.  In translations into Yucatec they are all linked by the verb oc (to enter).  Baptism 

was oc haa [enter + water]; belief was, ocol ol ['enter' + suffix + 'heart']; and conversion 

was  ocçah ba  ['enter'  + causative + reflexive] (i.e.  'to cause oneself  to enter')  (Hanks 

2010:129). The act of translating these concepts into Maya terms not only made visible 

the ways European Christianity grouped these ideas together, it hid the fact that they were 

directly borrowed from the Spanish outsiders themselves.  Creating neologisms was a 

way  of  engendering  new,  indexical  relationships  between  words  and  new  Christian 

concepts which would have been a clear linguistic break with the prehispanic past.  The 

creation and systematic attempts to spread these neologisms to indigenous Maya speakers 
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illustrate sophisticated conversion strategies that the Spanish used.   They furthermore 

provide valuable insights in the field of language contact and change that would not have 

been readily apparent by examining obvious borrowings alone.

These modes of conversion were meant to be totalizing not only in converting Indios 

into model subjects of the Crown, but also in their day-to-day lives.  Focusing on the 

organization of space, conduct, dissemination of religious beliefs, and language, writing 

and literacy, its goals show a “systematic attempt to design and inculcate a new habitus8 

in  the  Indian  communities”  in  which  the  subjects  were  “individuated,  classified, 

governed,  and  fundamentally  religious”  (Hanks  2010:7).   Although  these  goals  were 

ambitious on the part  of the Spanish,  many of the Maya subjects were active in this 

process and engaged in methods of resisting or only selectively adapting parts of these 

intended goals of reducción.

Scribal agency and Maya documents

Many literate  Maya  were  able  to  adapt  to  Spanish  impositions  of  a  new writing 

system and genres of writing. They often had success in using it for their own purposes 

within colonial context and the relative oppression of Spanish colonization.  This section 

will first look at how members of traditional nobility were still able to maintain some 

prestige throughout the Colonial era by means of graphic pluralism, or literacy involving 

the use of multiple sign systems.  It will also examine the kinds of documents, not just 
8 Habitus, as defined by Pierre Bourdieu, is “principles which generate and organize practices and 

representations that can be objectively adapted to their outcomes without presupposing a conscious 
aiming at ends or an express mastery of the operations necessary in order to attain them.” (Bourdieu 
1990:66-67)
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forbidden texts such as the Ixil, that were written and explore how, while firmly under the 

auspices  of  the  Crown,  they  were  composed  by  Escribanos as  attempts  to  redress 

grievances in their communities.

Graphic pluralism most often refers to the “use of multiple scripts or orthographies 

within the same linguistic community or the use of multiple scripts for the same language 

within  a  linguistic  community”  (Bender  2010:176),  though  this  definition  can  be 

expanded to include other symbolic sign systems such as Khipu knots following Spanish 

conquest in Peru (2010:178).  While traces of surviving hieroglyphic writing cannot be 

definitively dated to  much after the conquest,  and certainly not to  the late-eighteenth 

century,  John Chuchiak (2010) and others have argued that many of the traditionally 

literate scribal families were able to maintain their positions at first by literacy in two 

writing systems, each one indexing different ideologies and cultural realms. 

Evidence of the use (or at least the lingering influence) of knowledge about glyphic 

writing, however, does exist into the eighteenth century—even in other Books of Chilam 

Balam. As mentioned earlier, these manuscripts were nevertheless composed in a wholly 

alphabetic script.  In her 1987 article, Victoria Bricker refutes the concept of “scribal 

errors” in  spacing between words  or  in  orthography and instead attributes  these to  a 

process of the shift from glyphic writing to alphabetic writing.  Drawing examples from 

the Books of Chilam of Chumayel and Chan Kan, she shows how unusual abbreviation 

conventions follow those which would have been used in glyphic writing.  An example of 

this from the Chan Kan was the abbreviation of the word ayikal (rich, wealthy) as ãy.k.l.
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—instead of a more common Spanish manner of abbreviation, aykl (Bricker 1987:433). 

This  was a  novel  use of  Spanish abbreviation  conventions  used to  mark syllables  in 

Mayan words in which consonant letter forms stand for CV syllables.  Those who were 

trained, then, in glyphic writing used this knowledge of techniques in composing original 

texts in alphabetic script. Little to no analysis has been done on abbreviation conventions 

in  other  documents  from this  time  period;  examining  other  documents  would  be  an 

interesting and productive avenue for further research.

Part of the prestige of scribal arts was embodied in the conception of the Spanish 

cabildo, or colonial administrative council.  To the Spanish, the Escribano was the lowest 

ranking position.  Yet in practice in the Maya villages, the  Escribano was among the 

highest rank, his rank equal to that of the Gobernador  (Chuchiak 2010: 96).  The fact 

that the Spanish designated the office of scribe as a lesser position protected it from the 

more stringent controls placed on those offices which the Spanish saw as more important.

As a testament to this, many of the nobility in Yucatán continued to hold the position 

of scribe in villages across the region, even as the position of governor became harder for 

the nobility to maintain.
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Figure 2.3 Map of scribes and noble families from (Chuchiak 2010:100)

Chuchiak's map in Figure 2.3 provides evidence for this.  Very early on in the Spanish 

control  of  the  Yucatán  Peninsula,  noble  families  were  barred  from  the  position  of 

governor.  In no town is there a single noble family name holding that position.  Members 

of the nobility, however, were quite often the village Escribano.

The  Books  of  Chilam Balam,  written  largely  at  the  end  of  the  time  period  that 

Chuchiak examines,  likely demonstrates  what  scribes from more elite  families would 

have been capable of composing. While at this point many scribes were able to write in 

Yucatec, few would have been able to translate non-canonical texts from Spanish, or have 

access to the books in the first place (Hanks 2010).

While “forbidden” almanacs such as the Chilam Balam of Ixil are arguably some of 
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the most striking and most widely studied of colonial Maya documents9, they are not the 

only type of document that literate Maya composed.  As of 2005, roughly two thousand 

indigenous Maya-language documents were thought to survive with many others being 

rediscovered  in  archives  around  the  world  and  identified  rapidly  (Restall  1997). 

Providing an overview of written colonial documents, many originating in the village of 

Ixil, the Chilam Balam of Ixil has a purpose. It demonstrates that, while appropriate for 

its social place and time, and backed by tradition, the Ixil unusual in relation to the other 

acts  of Maya writing.   Though one of the “forbidden manuscripts,”  the Ixil  was still 

received  and  likely  performed  in  a  context  in  which  sanctioned  documents,  though 

perhaps held in less esteem, were still a part of its audience's daily lives.

In Yucatán, comparatively few documents stem from the sixteenth century.  Much of 

this has to do with the disheartening trajectory of the initial Spanish contact. Though, as 

mentioned earlier, Spanish friars began training locals in alphabetic writing within a few 

decades of contact, the population loss due to disease and other factors was severe, and 

did not recover to prehispanic levels, even by the end of the Colonial era.  However, the 

population did increase somewhat, especially in the eighteenth century. After about 1640, 

the number of surviving manuscripts increase steadily and are most prevalent between 

1770-1820 (Restall et. al. 2005:16).  This is of particular interest because this span of 

increased manuscript production coincides with the time during which all of the surviving 

Books of Chilam Balam were likely written.

9 Along with the Kiche Maya document, the Popol Vuh, famous for its narration of Maya cosmology and 
creation myths, is also subject to considerable scholarly research.
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The documents available to scholars today likely do not reflect an exact distribution 

of what scribes wrote, for a number of reasons.  Some documents, such as land sales, 

represent  the  concerns  of  wealthier  community members  more  than  the  less  well-off 

within a given community (Restall 1997:232).  Additionally, many of the letters written 

to Spanish authorities ended up in centralized, long established archives, such as the one 

in  Seville,  while  others  intended for  Maya  villages  may have  not  been preserved or 

identified.  Nevertheless the documents that do survive are worthy of scholarly attention.

 While manuscripts such as the Ixil and chronicles (such as the Xiu Chronicle) were 

composed during  this  colonial  era,  the  vast  majority  of  the  surviving  documents  are 

composed of various genres of notarial documents. Matthew  Restall  argues  that  within 

this, Maya documents can be divided into roughly two overarching categories: Notarial 

documents  and  quasi-notarial  documents.   While  the  second  term  is  problematic, 

especially for my purposes (works such as the Ritual of the Bacabs, and even the Ixil still 

do not fit Restall's description), the division between notarial and non notarial documents 

is a productive one.

Restall defines notarial documents as those written by an  Escribano, or a “salaried 

official attached to the Maya cabildo.” (Restall 1997:231).  Since they were written by 

Maya officials in the Spanish colonial government, who were also full, active, and often 

elite  (see  previous  section)  members  of  particular  villages,  they bridged Spanish and 

Maya legal and authoritative worlds.  Hanks argues that these documents were fully part 

of Maya reducido (2010:280) and fully integrated into colonial society.  While this may 
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be  the  case,  Maya  scribes  who  wrote  these  documents  made  their  de  facto  forced 

participation in colonial power structures active and strategic, and wrote documents in 

dialogue with officials as a means of speaking on behalf of their community.

Figure 2.4 A graph of document distribution by genre in Colonial Yucatán (Restall 1997:247) 

The  graph  above  represents  the  types  and  distribution  of  known documents  that 

survived until  the present.   All  of  the genres,  except  for  “Other  Genres” are  notarial 

documents.  Despite the aforementioned biases in the corpus of historical documents, it is 

clear that the Ixil and other Books of Chilam Balam, while they show clear continuities 

from prehispanic times and were adapted to the colonial  present,  were comparatively 

uncommon and unusual in relation to other indigenous documents from the time period.

Of the notarial documents, testaments were most common.  These testaments were 

composed of  wills,  often  drawn up and notarized  at  the  time of  death.   The church 

required all wills to be written up and notarized, and until 1801, bishops were required to 
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inspect  these  wills  (but  realistically  probably  could  not  inspect  more  than  a  small 

minority)  (Restall  1997:235).   Though  required  documents,  Escribanos were  able  to 

adapt  them to conditions  pertinent  to  the  community and the  deceased's  kin.  Scribes 

added more, optional information on land holdings and often attempted to repurpose wills 

as  a legal way for Maya villagers to sell and protect their land.

Another common writing genre was, in Maya terms,  okotba than,  a “statement of 

request” or petition.  These were made for a variety of purposes including as a means to 

gain permission to sell land, to garner Spanish support in legal conflicts, or to acheive 

redress or official  action against individual Spaniards (1997a:252).   These documents 

were rather formulaic and included several common features.  Hanks argues that religious 

language is present in the background in nearly every petition.  He states that “even when 

doctrina was  not  embedded  in  the  language  of  petitions  itself,  it  was  referred  to, 

described, or invoked as a value put in jeopardy by bad deeds of colonial authorities” 

(Hanks 2010:337).

Keeping this  in  mind,  Restall  argues  that  this  use  of  doctrinal  language,  and the 

subjects  of  petitions  and complaints  “may tell  us  less  about  the  quality of  priests  in 

Yucatán...  and more about the skill with which the Maya (like the Nahuas) exploited 

insecurities  and  preoccupations  of  Church  officials  while  working  the  Spanish  legal 

system  to  their  advantage,”  (Restall  1997:266).   While  this  doctrinal  language  was 

certainly a product of colonial policies and attempts at reducción, scribes in these official 

settings mastered it as a means to more effectively navigate a space between Spanish and 
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Maya cultural realms.

Though an arguably unusual document, the author of one complaint from 1774 from 

the Maní region not only integrated this religious terminology into a colonial, notarial 

document but actively wrote on subjects which would get the Holy Office's attention. 

This scribe (or scribes) was (or were) able to use this document to speak on behalf of the 

community while also incorporating creative, explicit language within the confines of this 

petition genre.  After going into great detail on how, when, with whom, and where four 

named friars have sexual relations with definitively non-Maya women, they close their 

letter with:

God willing, when the English come may they not be fornicators equal 
to these priests, who stop short only at carnal acts with men's asses.  God 
willing that smallpox be rubbed into their penis heads.  Amen.

I, Father, the informer of truth (Restall et al. 2005:169).

“God willing” and “Amen” are used in the context of showing the scribes' position as 

religious subjects.  As Hanks pointed out, this doctrinal language is invoked to show how 

proper conduct is jeopardized.  While the anonymous signing off is uncharacteristic of 

many letters  of  complaints,  it  attests  to  a  scribe speaking on behalf  of  a  community 

(2005:168).  The inclusion of “Father” in “I, Father, the informer of truth” is likely an 

address to the Spanish officials, an honorific term appealing to their authority.  Explicit 

discussions of sexual activity are colloquial and were likely humorous to the anonymous 

scribes. Yet this letter follows many of the conventions of a complaint letter, while being 

creatively embellished in ways the scribes knew would grab the attention of and shock 

their Spanish audience.
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Writing Maya-language notarial  records  was not  exclusively in the domain of the 

scribes of the Spaniards.  Many of the documents represented (at least) two sides of a 

colonial power structure, each using it for different purposes.  While Spanish officials 

required many of the documents, and the writing was within the protocols of colonial 

genres, such that using proper Spanish phrasing and formulas was acknowledged, Maya 

scribes could still embellish their documents in these genres to reflect their own purposes. 

Wills  were  written  not  only  to  follow  Spanish  protocol,  but  also  as  evidence  for 

defending  land  claims  against  prospective  Spanish  landholders.  To  friars  and  other 

officials, testaments were obviously preferable to full-scale rebellions and other forms of 

expressing  dissent.   Scribes,  who used these  channels  actively,  exploiting  topics  that 

would receive the best response, were occasionally heard. Given the power dynamics in 

the region, these channels were not always effective, but were nevertheless seen as the 

best possible avenues for effecting change.

These  sanctioned,  notarial  documents  were  present  in  the  lives  of  literate  Maya 

villagers.  The Books of Chilam Balam, while forbidden, were written in conjunction and 

at the same time as more mundane documents intended for Spanish eyes.  The boundaries 

between those engaging in works outside of a colonial sphere and ones which spoke to it 

were not necessarily solid.  In many cases, much of the writing was a dialog between 

cultural realms. 

Amy George-Hirons argues that the Book of Chilam Balam of Kaua (and thus the 

other Books of Chilam Balam with a similar astrological focus served as a reference 
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source book for the scribe.  Even if those who consulted or compiled these Books of 

Chilam  Balam  did  not  share  the  European  sources  and  knowledge  with  the  wider 

community,  “studying  them  allowed  [the  scribe]  to  better  understand  the  Spanish 

worldview,  thereby  enabling  him  to  better  fill  his  function  as  interpreter/translator” 

(George-Hirons 2013:6). This meant that though the book was intended for a very small 

audience, the knowledge within its pages could make its influence known on a much 

farther-reaching  scale.  Though  impossible  to  prove,  it  is  not  improbable  that  literate 

villagers would have consulted the Ixil (or similar manuscripts) as a means of informing 

themselves  of European worldviews. Being of  a relatively prestigious  position in  the 

village,  the  few  literate  members  would  have  been  expected  to  interact  with  many 

members of Spanish colonial society (not just the local friar). Consulting non-religious 

European sources would not have been as separate from composing mundane documents 

as the semantic distinctions between notarial and “forbidden” texts would suggest.

Ixil at 1800

The Village of Ixil in 1800 and today

While the previous section provided a context of writing present in the lives of the 

Ixil's  scribes,  this  last  section  will  detail  the  context  of  the  town itself  and regional 

historic developments in the decades before the Ixil was likely composed.

The village of Ixil, in Maya “the place where one stands on end/ bristles (erizarse),” is 

located in the north-central part of the Yucatán peninsula, roughly 45 kilometers northeast 
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of Mérida (Casares 1998:438).  The village existed in prehispanic times and belonged to 

the  Cacicazgo  of CehPech, located on the central north coast.  In colonial times, this 

cacicazgo also included the larger towns of Cacalchén, Conkal, Baca, and Motul.

Figure 2.5 A schematic map of modern Ixil (Restall 1997:23).

The map shown in Figure 2.5 represents a “partial imposition of the urban grid onto 

traditional, less-structured Map patterns” (Restall 1997:23).  The plaza and church stand 

at  the  middle  of  the village.   The squares  on the  map represent  blocks.   They were 

originally divided into four solares, or properties,  in accordance with a Spanish model of 

towns and villages. However, in the Colonial era as well as through the present, these 

were  often  subdivided  further  or  enlarged  by  combining  neighboring  plots  of  land 

(Restall 1997:24).
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Figure 2.6.  A recent picture of the plaza church in Ixil (Inri 2012).

In the twenty-first century, Ixil is a small village with a population of about 3,800 

people.  For much of the twentieth century, Ixil's major industry was henequen, or agave, 

production.  In recent years its economy was based on diverse agriculture production of 

corn, beans, and vegetables.  In addition, tourism is growing in the region, especially 

among those from English-speaking North America.

Late-eighteenth century in Yucatán

By the  end  of  the  eighteenth  century,  the  village  of  Ixil  was  exposed to  similar 

changes that happened in the rest of the peninsula.  Through a combination of what is 

termed the “Bourbon reforms” and expanded trade, the relationship of this village with 

the outside world changed significantly.  Yucatec villages, such as Ixil, came into greater 

contact  with  non-indigenous  people,  while  the  influence  of  the  church  waned.   This 

combination necessitated a stronger interaction with and understanding of the outside 

world, while those outsiders with whom literate villagers interacted knew or cared little 
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about the production of hybrid manuscripts.

Many of the reforms which occurred in the latter half of the eighteenth century were 

known as the Bourbon reforms.  Their intent was to “restore and even to strengthen royal 

power and the ties of empire that had weakened” (Farriss 1984:355).  While the results of 

these reforms would affect Criollo and mestizo members of New Spain and have a hand 

in influencing Mexican independence, their effects in Yucatec villages were still notable.

A component of these reforms was an expansion of the colonial bureaucracy.  One 

part of this expansion included the introduction of the intendencia system, which reached 

the Yucatán Peninsula in 1786.  While part of this reform merely bestowed governors 

with  another  title,  another  innovation  included  the  creation  of  a  new office  of  local 

officials  called subdelegates (Farriss 1984:357).   This meant that in villages like Ixil, 

points of contact with the outside world were more pronounced than a regional friar or 

village priest, and that it was no longer necessary to write to Mérida to have concerns 

heard.  Farriss argues that this new system “encouraged the Maya themselves to take their 

squabbles outside the community in defiance of the traditional structure of authority” 

(Farriss 1984:357-58).

Another development of this time period was the increase in foreign trade into the 

region.  In 1770, freedom of trade was officially introduced by law to the region10 and by 

1780  had  increased  dramatically  (Farriss  1984:367).  Much  of  this  trade  emphasized 

exports.  Because of this  economic model,  many businesses and nonnative individuals 

10 Although illegal logging had been taking place in what is now Belize since the seventeenth century and 
also increased in frequency by the end of the eighteenth century.
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sought to buy up large tracts of land.

In  the  wake  of  this  trade  and  attempted  land  grab,  Maya  villagers  needed  work 

through a bureaucratic  system to voice their  concerns  and complaints,  and to  further 

prove their land titles and holdings.  As Restall demonstrates, one method of doing this 

was to reuse old wills and testaments to prove a family's claims to the area.  In some 

cases, they used wills over a hundred years old to prove claims.  However, since these 

rarely specified exact landholding dimensions, Maya villagers were often swindled out of 

their claims (Restall 1997:236).  Nevertheless, this practice shows a nuanced attempt to 

deal  with  non-villagers,  using  documents  and  beliefs  about  landholding  with  which 

outsiders would have been familiar.

In these contexts, a village book such as Book of Chilam Balam with an astrological 

focus  would  have  been  useful  as  an  almost  encyclopedic  reference.   With  increased 

contact  with  non-indigenous  people,  it  would  have  made  sense  to  include  not  only 

references  and  accounts  of  myths  and prophecies  of  prehispanic  origins,  but  also  of 

potentially useful knowledge beyond the local worldview such as European works of 

astrology, medicine, or literature references (George-Hirons 2013:7)

The  production  of  these  texts  also  would  have  been  less  likely  to  have  been 

confiscated by these newcomers.  Unlike friars and priests who would have spent many 

year nearby and would have known first hand about “superstitious” practices of Maya 

villagers, new government officials, merchants, or landowners were more concerned with 

indios being either out of the way or working for them—regardless of what else they did.
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These four threads of background presented, concerned with (1) prehispanic scribal 

practices,  (2) Spanish colonial  background on writing,  (3) other indigenous genres of 

writing,  and  (4)  the  village  of  Ixil  in  the  late-eighteenth  century,  are  essential  for 

considering both how and why the Book of Chilam Balam of Ixil was written, and how it  

makes sense given its cultural context.

While  the  contents  of  the Ixil  are  far  different  from its  prehispanic predecessors, 

many of the practices of recopying and repurposing old texts, using multiple languages, 

and restricting access seem to have carried over into the colonial period.  This idea of a 

manuscript as a repository of knowledge, both immediately local to the area and foreign 

or unknown by a majority of the population persisted.

Spanish colonization efforts played an integral role in shaping the contents of the 

Chilam Balam of Ixil.  The script, the contents, and even parts of the Yucatec language 

were all affected by centuries of a very particular set of unequal interactions between 

Yucatec and Spanish figures, mostly of a religious nature.

While a “forbidden” work, those who consulted or compiled the Book of Chilam 

Balam of Ixil more than likely did so in conjunction with the use of more “mundane” 

notarial documents acceptable to (and often required) from the outside world.

The village of Ixil's  situation at  the end of the eighteenth century demonstrates a 

pressing need for the composition of such a manuscript.  An examination of Ixil at the 

very  end  of  the  colonial  era  provides  new  insights  on  the  cultural  context  of  the 

manuscript.
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CHAPTER THREE:

THE BOOK OF CHILAM BALAM OF IXIL AS A “LANDSCAPE 

SNAPSHOT” OF REAPPROPRIATED SOURCES

People assume that time is a strict progression of cause to effect, but 
actually from a non-linear, non-subjective viewpoint - it's more like a big 
ball of wibbly wobbly...  time-y wimey...  stuff.
--David Tennant, Doctor Who 2009 “Blink”

This  quotation,  which  comes  from  the  popular  British  science  fiction  program, 

Doctor Who, describes an interesting situation in which the time traveler, “The Doctor,” 

is stuck in 1969 and needs to escape.  He creates a video tape from a transcript which he 

received from his future self, including the aforementioned quotation.  This tape includes 

instructions for a woman, Sally Sparrow, to help him be able to travel through time again. 

When this  crisis  is  resolved,  Sparrow runs  into him on the street  and gives  him the 

transcript.  He is able to create the video tape from the transcript he received and save 

himself.  When he received the transcript, however, he had not yet met Sparrow; their 

timelines  and knowledge  of  the  other  are  out  of  sync  with  each  other  and  a  linear, 

chronological timeline.  Though this work is science fiction involving time travel, the 

idea of a “wibbly wobbly timey wimey” chronology is evident in artifacts of material 

culture, whether a video tape, architectural ruins, or a manuscript.

 The sources in the Book of Chilam Balam of Ixil demonstrate quite well this idea of 

a  muddled,  nonlinear  chronology.   The  previous  chapter  provided  background  on  a 
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number of different threads of information related to the state of Maya writing by the 

late-eighteenth century.  This chapter will demonstrate that the components of the Ixil 

come from a very wide variety of  times and places,  and that  together  this  milieu of 

information takes on additional meaning than any one text in isolation might otherwise 

suggest.

A useful method of framing the Ixil and considering how material speaks not only to 

a number of time periods, but also how this material is represented and juxtaposed, is 

Shannon Dawdy's 2010 article “Clockpunk Anthropology and the Ruins of Modernity.” 

She supports scholarship on a metaphorical “folding of time in recycled artifacts, reused 

ruins, and reappropriated lands” (2010:788) and calls for attention in studying ruins as a 

means of bringing back together subdisciplines within anthropology.

Dawdy provides  an observational  framework for  conceptualizing  various  types  of 

ruins in twenty-first century urban landscapes. While a building many centuries old may 

have been constructed for a specific purpose, by the present day, it can represent and idea 

of grandness to be preserved. An abandoned factory, though once made to produce goods 

in an industrial context, may come to represent the failures of unbridled capitalism and 

pessimism. Though built at different times, they both change and appear on a landscape 

together.  A twenty-first century landscape is not just composed of twenty-first century 

features;  it  is  a series of features spanning multiple temporalities, reinterpreted into a 

twenty-first century narrative (Dawdy 2010:766).

 Examples of this are found in many sites in Yucatán.  For example, at Siho Playa on 
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the  central  Campeche  coast,  a  nineteenth  century  sugar  plantation  was  built  over  a 

prehispanic  settlement  whose  stones  were  incorporated  into  the  nineteenth  century 

buildings.  In the late-twentieth century, the plantation was refurbished as a tourist resort 

(Andrews 1981:5).  The town of Ixil has a similar historical mix: the remains of large 

prehispanic  pyramids  dwarf  the  Colonial,  nineteenth  and  twentieth  century  buildings 

around them (Anthony Andrews, personal communication 2013). 

Related to ideas raised in Dawdy's work, I suggest that landscapes are not the sole 

frame for viewing such multiple temporalities.  At its core, the Chilam Balam of Ixil is an 

ideal artifact for more specifically illustrating multiple temporalities, influences, and the 

cultural background of colonial Yucatan.  Much of the source material is not original, 

although the finished product is unique.  The role of the “authors” in these books involves 

compilation, reorganization, and decisions regarding translation.  Authorship is based on 

discernment and arrangement of the best sources for readers.  The Ixil, then, serves as 

literary snapshots of a time period in which the treatment of the various text, whether first 

composed centuries or days before, speak to the concerns of the author.  Viewing the Ixil 

in this manner; is analogous to a landscape at a fixed point in time, with the individual 

sources within its  pages representing architectural features from different periods that 

when placed with others take on new meanings with little relation to the first author's 

original intent.

The rest of this chapter will provide a brief overview of the Ixil's contents and an 

introduction of the source material.  In all cases these sources will show that rather than 
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necessarily reflecting the cultural context in which the original, dated source materials 

were first written, the scribe or copyist viewed them subjectively from his (less likely, 

her)  position  as  a  literate  eighteenth  century  copyist.   Though  operating  within  this 

framework, the sources with which they worked spanned multiple temporalities.  The 

diversity of sources available to scribes were not necessarily received in the “objective” 

linear  order  in  which  they  were  first  published,  but  together  are  resituated  as  new, 

collection  of  informative  pieces  of  a  larger  text  as  the  Chilam Balam of  Ixil.   This 

chapter, while referencing material covered in the second chapter focuses more closely 

how particulars of those threads of background manifest themselves into discrete textual 

components.

Before  detailing  one  textual  “feature”  of  the  Ixil  as  a  case  study  of  multiple 

temporalities evident in the manuscript, I will briefly list the sections and contents of the 

rest of the manuscript.  This is to illustrate the Ixil as a complete work; it grounds the Ixil 

in the decisions and actions of the individual scribes who compiled the work within the 

larger  context  of  the  late-eighteenth  century  Yucatán  peninsula.   It  also  provides  an 

appropriate context for one expanded section which involves a translation of European 

zodiac information.

The contents of the Ixil manuscript include the following:11

2r-6A; 41A-41R: passages from the Book of Genesis in Spanish

6v-19A: List of ailments and cures in Yucatec

11 For folio in the Chilam Balam of Ixil, I refer to Caso Barrera's (2011) system of concordance. The 
“front” of a manuscript sheet is “Anverso” abbreviated as A. The “back” of a manuscript sheet is 
“Reverso” abbreviated as R.
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20A: Maya months and days

21A:  two calendar wheels

21R: Maya-language text on European and Mesoamerican calendrics

22A-R: A solar and lunar eclipse

Anverso 23A-35V: Zodiacs and European reportorios12

Reverso: 23R-35R: Table of saint days from November-October

36A-40R: 260-Day calendar prognostications

43A-44R: Lunary tables.

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to detailing the contents some of the specific 

sources  cited  above.   In  these  sections  I  will  provide  the  European  context  (where 

relevant)  in  which  the  section  of  the  manuscript  was  first  composed,  and  relevant 

knowledge that Yucatec scribes would have likely considered in integrating the source 

into to their almanacs.  I will also discuss other particular features of note, beyond their 

denotational meanings.  The sections I will examine are:  20A: Maya months and days, 

21A: two  calendar  wheels,  22A-R: a  solar  and  lunar  eclipse,  and  Recto  23A-35A: 

Zodiacs and European reportorios.

12     A reportorio “is essentially an almanac of the medieval human condition, a guide to life that placed 
man within the greater picture of the universe” (Delbrugge 1999:11-12). More on page 54.
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Maya Months and Days

Figure 3.1 The 20 days and 18 months of the Maya haab'

(after Caso Barrera 2011: F. 20A.)

Although this section seems to relay factual information about “pure” Mesoamerican 

and Maya calendrics, its composition speaks not only to beliefs of a prehispanic past, but 

also how this knowledge is situated firmly in a late colonial context and does not stand 

alone. 

Folio 20A (Fig. 1) has two columns listing the twenty Maya day names, drawn with 
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European-style faces including one wearing a crown. To the left of this is a single column 

explaining and listing the eighteen “months” of the Maya haab'.

The  haab' calendar was divided into eighteen months of twenty days, the names of 

which are recorded beginning with Pop.  The months that follow are Uo, Zip, Zotz, Tzec, 

Xul, Yaxkin, Mol, Chen, Yax, Zac, Ceh, Mac, Kankin, Muan, Pax, Kayab, and Cumku. 

In  addition  to  these  eighteen  months  is  a  shorter  period  of  five  days,  called  Uayeb. 

Before the Postclassic, a year began on 0 Pop and lasted until 19 Pop.  By the time of the 

Spanish conquest, the system had changed and the month began on 1 Pop Bricker and 

Miram 2002:40).  Though the  general  structure  of  this  calendar  is  very old,  it  is  not 

“timeless” and unchanging.

The 260-day  tzolk'in calendar is a combination of twenty named days paired with 

thirteen numbers.  These days are listed on page 20R of the Ixil: Imix, Ik Akbal, Kan,  

Chicchan,  Kimi,  Manik,  Lamat,  Muluc,  Oc,  Chuen,  Eb,  Ben,  Ix,  Men,  Zib,  Kaban, 

Edznab, Cauac, and Ahau.  In the Ixil, the days listed begin with Kan.  In the Classic 

period, this calendar began with 1 Imix; the second day was 2 Ik; the thirteenth day was 

13 Ahau.  However, since the number of days differs from the coefficients, the fourteenth 

day of the calendar would have been 1 Ix.

Even though the calendar recorded in the Ixil appears free of European influence, life, 

belief, and resources before contact were far from static.  In various times, certain tzolk'in 

dates were given special importance.  In the late Postclassic the days Kan, Muluc, Ix, and 

Cauac were noteworthy.  These four days were the only days that could begin the year, 
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and were called yearbearers.   However,  in  the Early Classic  period,  these days  were 

instead Ik, Manik, Eb, and Caban instead.  In other places and times, such as late Classic 

Campeche, these “yearbearers” were Akbal, Lamat, Ben, and Eznab (Bricker and Miram 

2002:42).  The use of Kan, Kauak, Ix, and Muluc is indicative of developments in the few 

centuries  before  the  arrival  of  the  Spaniards,  not  something  unchanging  for  over  a 

thousand years.  In the Ixil, scribes drew crosses above the faces of Kan, Muluc, and Ix  

which likely refers to these yearbearer days.  In addition, there is a cross above Eznab, 

likely a “scribal error” (Roys 1946:288).13  However, Cauac is still marked with a faint 

outline of a crown above its face.  In other manuscripts, these yearbearer days were also 

noted, such as in the Kaua where they were written in a contrasting color (Bricker and 

Miram 2002:116).

Just  as  interesting  as  the  presence  of  these  wholly prehispanic  month  names  and 

depiction of Mesoamerican calendrics, is the obviously European iconography.  Next to 

the day names are a series of faces.  In Yucatec the word for Sun, k'in also means day, and 

in European reportorios, it was common to draw faces in images of the sun and moon 

13 I am classifying this as a “scribal error” because in multiple parts of this work, the scribe associates  
Kan, Muluc, Ix, and Cauac with yearbearer days, including the calendar wheels in the next section of  
this work.  Victoria Bricker (1987) discusses multiple cases in which a “scribal error” is not really an  
error, but reflective of culture contact, continuities, and other phenomena.
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Figure 3.2.  Images of the Sun and Moon from (Zamorano 1594:271R)

Though there is comparatively little text on this page, its presence is interesting and 

shows that  this  seemingly innocuous list  of calendrical  information exists  in  a larger 

colonial context.  The text above the month names is in Yucatec and mentions the number 

of months and days.  This text was to be read by the small, Yucatec-speaking audience 

that would have had the privilege and background knowledge to read and interpret such a 

text.  This preface to the month names would have been largely explanatory and useful 

reference.

Contrasting with this,  however,  is  a  discursive note on Uayeb,  written entirely in 

Spanish.  It mentions, as I have stated earlier, that there is a period of five days between 

haab'  years.  In viewing this page solely as a decontextualized reference for explaining 

the basic workings of the Maya calendar, the presence of Spanish makes little sense. Why 

in a book compiled by Maya scribes for a Maya village on a page concerning “wholly 

indigenous” knowledge is there any use for Spanish?  Going beyond the denotational 

information provides  some answers;  this  Spanish text  indexes a  much larger  colonial 
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world.  Much has been written on Spanish observations of native inhabitants. Landa's 

manuscript, dictionaries, and grammars are all examples of this that I have noted. Some 

recent scholarship on the other Books of Chilam Balam discusses how Maya scribes 

attempted to understand the outside world (George-Hirons 2004; Knowlton 2010).  The 

presence  of  Spanish  represents  another  layer  of  observation:  Maya  observations  on 

Spanish observations of Maya.  In this way, it seems likely that Maya scribes (either ones 

for this work or earlier redactions), had access to Spanish writings on Maya calendrics, 

and could have used these as references for the Ixil.

This would not be the only case of Spanish observations of Maya practices appearing 

in the Books of Chilam Balam.  In the Kaua, there is a multiplication table that comes 

directly  from  Pedro  Beltran's  1746  Arte  de  el  Idioma  Maya,  a  grammatical  treatise 

(Bricker and Miram 2002:142).  While this page provides clear referential information on 

the  most  basic  facets  of  the  Maya  calendar,  it  also  speaks  to  fascinating  cultural 

interactions firmly rooted in the colonial era. 
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Calendar Wheels

Figure 3.3 Page from the Chilam Balam of Ixil containing two calendar wheels (Caso 

Barrera 2011 F. 21A)

Folio 21A is  arguably the most  visually striking page of the Ixil.  It  contains two 

“calendar  wheels” and explanatory text  about  them, which continues  onto 21R.  The 

larger of the two wheels contains an image of the sun in the middle. It is surrounded by 

twelve faces,  labeled with numbers below them. Starting just left  of the top, the first 
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number is thirteen. Proceeding counter clockwise around the wheel, the numbers two to 

twelve are written out. Interestingly, the number thirteen is circled in pencil and an arrow 

indicates an empty circle drawn in at the very top of this calendar wheel. It is unclear if  

this was added by scribes in Ixil, or by others later. Above these faces are the day names 

Kan, Muluc, Ix, and Cauac, ones noted of particular importance in the previous section. 

Above these are “gear-like” (Aveni 2012:66) spokes, some of which are worn away.

Below this wheel is a smaller calendar wheel. In the innermost circle is an image of a 

cross,  perhaps  the  image of  the  Yax-Cheel-Cab,  or  “world  tree”  in  the  center  (for  a 

discussion of the yax cheel cab, see Knowlton and Vail [2010]). The words from the top 

of this inner circle going counter clockwise are given as Kan, Muluc, Hiix, and Cauac—

the days designated as yearbearer days. In the outer circle around this are the cardinal 

directions, East, North, West, and South (given in Yucatec as  lakin,  xaman,  chikin, and 

nohol) from the top going counterclockwise. There are fifty two “spokes” surrounding 

the the outer edge of the wheel.

Unlike the previous section concerning the days and months about which Spanish 

friars  may have  known and  written  extensively, this  seems  to  suggest  a  much  more 

specialized  knowledge  of  calendrics.  Although  it  presents  information  utilized  in 

prehispanic calendrics, its layout is a colonial innovation.

The top calendar wheel serves to illustrate the fifty-two year calendar round (Bricker 

and Miram 2002:75). As mentioned in the previous section, there is a 260-day calendar as 

well as a 365-day. These calendars “match up” roughly every fifty-two years (or 18,980 
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days). This would also explain the fifty-two spokes on the bottom calendar wheel.

Simultaneously, the description of this top wheel provided on Folio 21R also shows 

how this wheel works to represent a  k'atun cycle. A k'atun is a period of time that is 

approximately twenty years in length. A complete cycle is made of thirteen k'atuns and 

equals about 256 years. This cycle was used to create a temporal framework for Maya 

history in the Books of Chilam Balam (Bricker and Miram 2002:43).  Each k'atun,  or 

twenty  year  period,  in  the  cycle  was  named  for  the  day  that  ended  the  cycle—a 

coefficient  preceding the  day glyph,  Ahau.  In the  Ixil,  however,  the  cycle  is  divided 

somewhat differently: it is four cycles of sixty-five years, which also equals 260 years 

(Aliphat 2011:66). The end of a K'atun is usually marked by the calendar round date, 

Ahau with varying coefficients. Normally the first k'atun in a series would be named for 

13 ahau, followed by the second as 11 ahau, third as 9 ahau, then 7 Ahau, 5 Ahau, 3, 1,  

12,  10,  8,  6,  4,  and  finally  2  Ahau.  In  the  Ixil,  this  wheel  counts  down  by single 

coefficients. Likely the scribe did not understand the original workings of a k'atun cycle.

This bottom wheel indexes another layer of Maya cosmology, cardinal directions and 

color  associations  that  accompany  each  yearbearer.  In  this  calendar  wheel  Kan  is 

associated with east, Muluc with north, Ix with west, and Cauac with south. These day 

associations differ from those recorded by Landa. He recorded that Kan was associated 

with south, Muluc with east, Ix with north, and Cauac with west (Tozzer 1941:136). This 

is also the case in the Madrid Codex.  In the Dresden Codex, however, the yearbearer 

days are shifted.  In the codices, Akbal is associated with the east, Lamat with the north,  
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Ben with the west, and Eznab with the south. In each case, the Postclassic yearbearer 

days fall one day before their counterparts in the Ixil (Tozzer 1941:135).  Landa also 

wrote  how celebrations  differed  in  the  Yucatan  based  on which  day (and associated 

direction) began a new year.  Each direction also had a color association: south with 

yellow, east with red, north with white, and west with black (Aliphat Fernandez 2011:64). 

Despite these references to an apparent “traditional” set of Mesoamerican calendrics, the 

layout of the calendar wheel in the Ixil (in the form of a circle) represents European 

conventions on the conceptions of time.  It also shows more subtle changes: attempts to 

adapt these new conventions to multiple calendrical cycles.

 Tony Aveni argues “the degree of embeddedness of the convention of the circle as a 

way of organizing and conveying  knowledge of the world at the time of Hispanic contact 

cannot be overstated,” (Aveni 2012:87).  He argues that the pervasive representation of 

time,  movement,  and  cycles  as  circles  were  European  conventions,  and  their 

omnipresence clearly “changed the shape” of how time was represented, even in Maya 

calendrical systems.  Much of European thought represented not only the daily passage of 

time with circular clocks, but also the movement of elements of the universe. In addition 

to the exposure to clocks, the scribes of the Ixil reproduced these representations of time 

and space.  On folio 35A a concentric circular model of the universe is depicted, with 

various celestial bodies moving within each layer. In the Kaua, other phenomena such as 

the types of winds are arranged in circular fashion, and their sources stem from European 

almanacs (Bricker and Miram 2002).  Not only were “European” representations of time 
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and  space  heavily  present  in  the  colonies,  but  the  scribes  themselves  saw them and 

appropriated them.

While  this  representation of  cycles  in  a  circular  fashion was common in Europe, 

Aveni notes that in prehispanic Yucatán of the 302 prehispanic Maya almanacs known to 

researchers, “not a single representation of the passage of time is laid out in circular 

format” (Aveni 2012:73).  Rather, calendar round cycles and others were laid out in a 

rectangular or zig-zag format.  On 58c of the Madrid codex, the 20 day names of the 

tzolk'in are arranged in a column format involving four rows of five day glyphs each.

The calendar wheels in the Ixil are somewhat of an anomaly in that in colonial times 

circular layouts were much more commonly used to represent just the k'atun cycle.  In the 

late-eighteenth century, the other two examples of calendar wheels known are found in 

the Chumayel and the Kaua.  The wheel in the Ixil, however, attempts to reconcile both a 

calendar round and k'atun cycle into a single wheel in a relatively “new” shape.

Eclipses

Folios 22A and 22B contain information about solar and lunar eclipses. On 22A, there 

is  a  hand-drawn diagram of  celestial  bodies  and their  positioning that  causes  a  solar 

eclipse to occur.  The body in the middle is labeled as peten (earth).  Underneath it is a 

description of how celestial movement causes a lunar eclipse to appear in the sky. On 

22R there is an illustration of a lunar eclipse that also shows the positioning of celestial 

spheres which make the phenomenon occur.  Although these images in the Ixil came from 
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sixteenth century sources, its reproduction and pairing with very different text show how 

ideas concerning eclipses from multiple sources were constructed as seamlessly coming 

together into a coherent narrative.

Both prehispanic Maya daykeepers and early modern European astronomers had a 

partial understanding of eclipses and discussed them.  A lunar eclipse occurs when the 

Earth moves between the moon and the sun, casts its shadow on the moon and darkens 

part of the moon.  A solar eclipse happens when the moon moves between the Earth and 

the Sun, either partially or completely, and “covers” the Sun.  In modern times eclipses 

are  predicted by calculations  of  when the moon passes through the ecliptic,  the path 

traced by the earth around the sun.

Because of this, eclipses do not occur every month.  Solar eclipses happen only when 

the date of a new moon is within eighteen days of the moon crossing the ecliptic (in 

astrological terms, a lunar node); lunar eclipses happen when only when a Full moon 

occurs within twelve or thirteen days of the moon crossing the ecliptic.  These spans of 

time, or “eclipse seasons” are separated by 173.31 days. (Bricker and Miram 2002:15). 

Twenty and twenty-first century astronomy can predict solar and lunar eclipses to the 

second, as well as “trace” their path and where they appear on earth.

There  is  substantial  evidence  that  literate  Postclassic  Maya  scribes  concerned 

themselves  a  great  deal  with  potential  solar  and  lunar  eclipses.   Postclassic  sources 

suggest that many Maya feared eclipses because they posed a threat to the continued 

existence of the sun and moon.  Knowing when an eclipse was possible was important so 
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that one could combat their harmful effects (Bricker and Bricker 2011:249).  Mentions of 

eclipses appear in all three surviving codices; an in-depth “eclipse table” is found in the 

Dresden Codex.

 Figure 3.4 Dresden 53a frame 3, showing iconography relating to an eclipse. From: 

www.mayacodices.org (after Förstemann 1880)

In the Dresden Codex, several of the dates mark the beginning of an eclipse season. 

Though  many  of  these  dates  were  from  centuries  before  the  Dresden  Codex's 

compilation, they did not serve as a historical record of eclipses.  Rather, it was reused 

and corrected through the centuries to serve as a warning for time periods where eclipses 

were  possible  and  when  ritual  precautions  could  be  taken  to  protect  from  its  evils 

(Bricker and Bricker 2011).
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Interestingly, there seems to be differing understandings of these celestial phenomena 

between daykeepers who could compose or interpret codices, and the majority of the 

populace.  Many villagers likely believed that either eclipses were caused by the sun and 

moon  fighting  or,  alternatively,  an  animal  biting  these  figures  (Bricker  and  Bricker 

2011:312).

Specialists  in  prehispanic  Maya  culture  had  a  sophisticated  understanding  of 

predicting eclipses.  The way this knowledge was framed for specialists was in terms of 

grouping these phenomena into eclipse seasons that twenty-first century astronomers still 

use today. While specialists could not predict if a solar eclipse would occur in Yucatán (a 

path of a visible solar eclipse is very small), they understood its connection to eclipse 

seasons and lunar phases. In that sense, early modern European ideas of eclipses were not 

novel concepts, though they emphasized the phenomena very differently.

In regards to the specific manuscripts used for compiling the Ixil, the scribes of the 

Ixil  obtained much of their  information from European  reportorios.   They were most 

popular and widely disseminated in the sixteenth century, shortly after the widespread use 

of  the  European  printing  press.   In  the  words  of  Laura  Delbrugge  a  reportorio “is 

essentially an almanac of the medieval human condition, a guide to life that placed man 

within  the  greater  picture  of  the  universe”  (Delbrugge  1999:11-12).   As  such  they 

contained  information  deemed  relevant  to  the  lives  of  people  from this  time  period. 

These  reportorios  integrate  many  types  of  information  from  a  variety  of  sources: 

Classical, western Christianity, Islamic scholarship, and others. Often, these reportorios 
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sought  to  be  comprehensive  books  of  knowledge,  and  many  widely  published  ones 

reached  several  hundred  pages  in  length.   A  reportorio  might   include  medical 

information and advice regarding the four humors;  explanations of Roman calendars; 

tables to predict when Easter would fall; explanations of eclipses and other astronomical 

phenomena;  lists  of  rulers  from  ancient  Egypt  to  a  unified  Spain;  and  astrological 

information on the zodiac signs.  In several of the Books of Chilam Balam, three authors'  

reportorios are noted as particularly important sources of information.  Those are Andrés 

de Li's Reportorio de los Tiempos (1492), Jerónimo de Chaves' Chronología y reportorio  

de los tiempos (1554, 1561, 1584), and Rodrigo de Zamorano's Cronología y reportorio  

de la razón de los tiempos (1585, 1594).  The analysis that follows will focus on Chaves' 

and Zamorano's depictions of eclipses.

By  the  end  of  the  sixteenth  century,  these  authors  and  others  had  a  highly 

sophisticated understanding of how solar and lunar eclipses functioned.  They knew out 

of which constellation an eclipse would appear, what hour it would begin or end, and 

whether it would be a total or partial eclipse (Bricker and Miram 2002:14).

Along  with  this  knowledge,  European  astronomers  still  believed  in  a  geocentric 

universe in the late sixteenth century and thought the ecliptic was the path of the sun 

around the earth, rather than the earth's path around the sun.  The path of the moon above 

and below the ecliptic was called the “dragon” during this time.  When the moon was 

moving north of the ecliptic it was said to be in the “head” of the dragon; when moving 

south it was in the “tail” of the dragon (Bricker and Miram 2002:14).
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The text in the Ixil, written fully in Yucatec Maya, does not stem from any of the half  

dozen  reportorios I  examined.  Nevertheless,  the illustrations follow a schematic and 

division into spheres analogous with drawings in reportorios of the sixteenth century

Figure 3.5 Lunar eclipses in the Ixil (Caso Barrera 2011: F. 22A) Figure 3.6 and Chaves' 

Cronología (Chaves 1561:165A)

The above illustrations both depict a lunar eclipse in which the earth is at the center of 

the universe, with the sun and moon in higher spheres and the earth blocking out the sun's 

light cast on the moon. It  is interesting to note that this geocentric conception of the 

universe is present in an eighteenth century manuscript.  This indicates that scribes likely 

still held a pre-Copernican world view, and possibly believed the increasing number of 

Europeans around them to hold this same view.  However, the educated few Europeans in 

Yucatán at that time held a helio-centric world view, which illustrates the deep divide 
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between the two populations.

The  text  in  the  Ixil,  however,  suggests  a  different  understanding  beyond  simply 

appropriating European models of the universe.  The text adds specific references to God 

making the universe, though none of the reportorios make any mention of this. While the 

realms of astronomy and religion were more separated in sixteenth century European 

thought,  these connections are made more explicit in the Ixil's discussion of eclipses. 

Also  within  the  text  is  a  line  comparing  an  eclipse  to  the  earth  being  bitten.   As 

previously stated, that appears to reflect a popular conception of how eclipses functioned 

in the Maya area in Postclassic times.  The text also references the idea of “twin suns” 

when some reportorios (Zamorano 1594) went to great lengths to prove that the moon 

does not have its own light.  Instead this “twin sun” could be a reference to beliefs also 

found in another, rather famous, work of cosmology: the Popul Vuh.  In an account of the 

cosmology  of  the  universe,  its  twin  protagonists  Hunahpu's and  Xbalanque's  final 

transformation takes the form of the sun and the moon.

The only surviving copy of the story of the Popol Vuh dates from the early eighteenth 

century and did not resurface until the mid-nineteenth century, and the Yucatec scribes 

would not have been familiar with this particular account.  Nevertheless the mention of 

these twin suns suggests interaction with highland populations in Guatemala, even before 

Spanish conquest (Christenson 2007).

Despite the ability for scholars to discern various influences in the text, here they are 

presented as a coherent narrative which incorporated images from reportorios, Christian 
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beliefs, Postclassic conceptions of eclipses, and cosmology about the Hero Twins, all in a 

brief textual space.  This contrasts sharply with texts on eclipses found in other books of 

Chilam Balam: in the Kaua, there is a whole section copied and left in Spanish directly 

from the 1585 Zamorano reportorio (Bricker and Miram 2002:272).  In the case of the 

Kaua,  the  “foreignness”  of  the  ideas  about  eclipses  is  brought  out.   In  the  Ixil,  the 

masking of influence allows the text to be read more for its informational content that 

unites a variety of beliefs that might have been held in the late-eighteenth century.
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Zodiacs and European Reportorios

Figure 3.7 Month of February and Pisces page of the zodiac (Caso Barrera 2011:24A)

This section of the Ixil is twelve pages long and concerns itself with prognostications 

of the twelve European zodiac signs.  It runs from 23A to 35V, but only on the front of  

each page.  Each page contains an image of the zodiac sign and pairs it with a formulaic 

text  detailing  the  number  of  stars  in  the  constellation,  the  number  of  daytime  and 

nighttime hours, a short prognostication of the fate of those born under this sign, and 
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relevant agricultural duties to be performed.  Unlike the previous section discussed here 

in which just the image comes from reportorios, the text, too, appears to include direct 

translations.

Figure 3.8 Figure 3.9

Figure 3.8 The illustration for Pisces in the Ixil (Caso Barrera 2011:24A) side by side 

with the exemplar image (Figure 3.9) from Chaves' reportorio (Chaves 1554:88A ;

1561:96R; 1584:123R).

Above is an example of one of the pages from the Ixil.  The image beside it is present 

in  all  three available  editions  of  Chaves'  reportorio,  and is  of  the European zodiacal 

symbol,  Pisces—a fish.   Some of the prognostications for those born under this  sign 

include a  handsomeness,  dark hair,  and a  penchant  for  melancholy.   The agricultural 

advice in the text states that this is a good time for sprouting plants, scraping beehives, 

and planting trees.

Both Europeans and prehispanic Maya observed zodiac constellations in the night 

sky, which involved the grouping of stars along the ecliptic together and correlating their 

“movements” in the sky with a solar calendar.  The European zodiac consisted of twelve 
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signs, each lasting the duration of between twenty-eight and thirty days.  The origins of 

European astrological knowledge came from an actively reclaimed Classical Greek and 

Roman heritage.  The canonized, Christian religion in Spain at the time reportorios were 

written spoke little of these celestial observations.  A distinction, then, was made between 

this “worldly” knowledge of information pertinent to life on earth, and ultimately more 

sacred knowledge of scripture and divinities. 

The  context  of  the  zodiacal  constellations  in  the  Maya  area,  however,  was  far 

different than that of Europeans writing about and reading astrological prognostications 

in  sixteenth century Spain.   The Postclassic  Maya,  too,  made use of a  zodiac which 

divides stars along the ecliptic into constellations.  Most of the evidence for this is from 

pages twenty-three and twenty-four of the Paris Codex which depicts thirteen figures, 

mostly animals, each positioned over periods of twenty-eight days (Milbrath 1999:254). 

Some of the figures in this zodiac were: an ocelot, at least three types of birds, a scorpion, 

a turtle, a rattlesnake, a bat, and a frog. 

Some figures  in  the  Maya  zodiac  were  not  a  part  of  the  European  zodiac.   For 

instance, the Maya rattlesnake constellation (tzab) comprises the stars of the Pleiades, 

which is not part of the European zodiac.   Also, the Maya turtle constellation contains 

the three stars of Orion's belt, which is absent from the European zodiac (Bricker and 

Miram 2002:67).

Two  constellations  of  the  Maya  zodiac  likely  had  direct  counterparts  with  the 

European one: Virgo and Scorpio; the rest do not (Bricker and Miram 2002:37).  In other 
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cases, the stars in each constellation are shared but are associated with very different 

figures: in one instance, the stars were likely the same in the European and Maya zodiac 

for the Gemini constellation, but the prehispanic Maya may have associated this with a 

bird, and the Europeans with a pair of twins (Bricker and Miram 2002:37).

How these signs were marked was also different for these sixteenth and seventeenth 

century Europeans and their Yucatec counterparts.  The positions of constellations in the 

two systems' zodiacs changed with the seasons.  A constellation that rose at sunset in 

December would be directly overhead in March and setting at sunset in June.  These 

same constellations would disappear for about thirty days and reappear in the east  at 

sunrise (Bricker and Miram 2002:13).  In Europe, the Sun was “in a sign” when the 

constellation for that sign was invisible in the night sky.  The Maya, on the other hand, 

were concerned when the sign reappeared at  sunrise (Bricker and Miram 2002:37) in 

essence, marking when the sun was “in a sign” for roughly thirty days.

With  many  similarities  but  also  substantial  differences  between  the  zodiacs,  the 

European zodiac was, in the context of colonial Yucatán, quite different from that of early 

modern Spain.  This originally European knowledge was primarily comparative and was 

seen in the context of existing astronomical reckoning.  

The reportorio which likely served as the basis of zodiac prognostications in the Ixil 

was Jerónimo de Chaves',  Chronología y reportorio de la razon de los tiempos, el más  

copioso  y  preciso  que  hasta  ahora  ha  salido  a  la  luz  (Caso  Barrera  2011:15).  

Researchers suspect this particular work because it is one of the only widely disseminated 
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reportorios which enumerates the number of stars in a zodiac constellation as the Ixil 

does  (Victoria  Bricker,  personal  communication  2012).   Upon  examining  multiple 

editions of this  reportorio, I discovered that the text which mentions these stars appear 

only in the 1554 and 1561 editions, while the images are cognate with those in the 1584 

edition. Furthermore, components of Chaves' reportorio appear in other Books of Chilam 

Balam such as  the  base  illustrations  in  astronomical  sections  and descriptions  of  the 

planets (George-Hirons 2013:22).

These zodiac pages from Chaves' reportorios illustrate some of the issues inherent in 

attempting to analyze and discuss a given object solely by its fixed date of composition or 

publication. Of all  the works mentioned in this chapter, the zodiac passages have the 

clearest provenience.  It illustrates a point of departure for its presence in the Ixil. Though 

clearly dated to a sixteenth century manuscript and “accurately” translated into the Ixil, it 

is not, as longer the title would suggest, one component of a stand alone sixteenth century 

printed book.  Especially not one that that suggests it is a definitive encyclopedia of the 

known world—and a work that can stand alone as a compilation of the most “complete” 

and relevant knowledge.  Maya scribes took only a very selective part of this manuscript 

and likely viewed the astronomy not as “fact” but in conjunction with another manner of 

interpreting these same stars.  Perhaps it was taken to be what eighteenth century scribes 

believed Europeans thought of as important, as zodiac information in reportorios also 

appear  in  the  Kaua,  Chan  Kan,  Nah,  and  Códice  Pérez  (even  if  by  the  turn  of  the 

nineteenth century Europeans no longer placed as much importance on astrology).
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Conclusion

Dawdy and  other  scholars  illustrate  the  problems  of  a  strictly  linear  chronology 

through  the  treatment  of  features  on  a  landscape,  ruins  or  otherwise.  They  also 

demonstrate how this “snapshot” involves multiple temporalities and how each feature 

may take on different meanings through time.  I took her call to fold time and meld 

together  archaeology  and  anthropology  even  further  by  expanding  the  definition  of 

landscape to include textual landscapes: in this case manuscripts, such as the Book of 

Chilam Balam of  Ixil,  in  which  its  various  multi-temporal  sources  are  analogous  to 

features  of  a  landscape.  The page  on  Maya days  and months  was not  only a  useful 

reference for calendrics; it shows evidence of “observers being observed” in a colonial 

context.   The calendar wheels were not just  more detailed information on a calendar 

system; they were reflexive and juxtaposed Maya alongside European calendrics. The 

eclipses were not just  explanatory;  they synthesized a variety of discrete sources and 

masked their origins. Finally, the zodiacs were not just a reflection of sixteenth century 

Spanish  astronomy;  they  showed  that  eighteenth  century  Maya  scribes  saw  such 

information as  important  for copying down and translating.   These sources,  many of 

which were composed in a “fixed” point in time, do not stay “fixed” in those contexts. 

In the  Doctor Who episode mentioned at  the beginning of this chapter,  Sparrow's 

creation of the transcript is contextualized by an entirely different set of circumstances 

than  The  Doctor's  later  transformation  of  it  into  a  tape.   Wildly  varying,  complex 

circumstances surrounding a text need not involve literal time travel.  The multiple texts 
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in the Ixil do form a “wibbly wobbly timey wimey” compilation of sources.  Viewing 

these individual texts in the larger context of an almanac as if they were features on a  

landscape  is  a  useful  paradigm  for  considering  the  complexities  of  an  artifact  in  a 

framework which melds cultural anthropology and archaeology.
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CHAPTER FOUR:

 THE IXIL RECONTEXTUALIZED

In the previous chapter I argued that the Chilam Balam of Ixil was analogous to a 

late-eighteenth century textual landscape of the scribes of a Maya village in how it treated 

and integrated sources from multiple places and times.  This chapter discusses the Ixil as 

a source in and of itself and how it was picked apart or resituated into other contexts far 

beyond the confines of a rural village outside of Mérida.  To do so I will examine how 

four  individuals  used  the  Ixil  (or  parts  of  it)  to  support  their  own research  goals  or 

personal agendas.  

A concept  that  helps  frame  this  chapter  is  Richard  Scheckner's  idea  of  restored 

behavior.   He describes it  in many ways,  but the description most useful here is  one 

where he compares these acts to a film strip in the hands of a director in which “these 

strips of behavior can be rearranged or reconstructed; they are independent of the causal 

systems  (social,  psychological,  technological)  that  brought  them  into  existence,” 

(Scheckner 1985:35).  Though Scheckner's examples concern themselves primarily with 

rituals and performances to be recorded and broadcasted, I find that even the film strip 

analogy alone is a productive one.  It brings forth the materiality of a given set of images,  

linguistic  meaning,  or  symbols,  as  well  as  the  potential  for  other  actors  to  take 

independent  parts  and  rearrange  them  into  a  new  narrative.   For  my  purposes,  a 
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manuscript such as the Ixil  fits  these qualities almost  perfectly.   Scheckner's  analysis 

shows how restored performances not only illustrate how symbols are used, but also how 

they can be  broadcasted  and manipulated  outside  any “original”  context  and become 

multivocal.  This notion is at the heart of my analysis for this chapter.

In this chapter I will show how parts of the Ixil can be and were “restored” both 

literally and figuratively in novel settings almost independent of its life in eighteenth 

century Ixil.  To do this I examine how four different people used the Ixil in the context 

of  their  other  works  and  research  concerns.   These  four  figures  are  Juan  Pío  Pérez 

Bermón, a native Yucatecan and member of a new regional literary society in the mid-

nineteenth century; Charles Ettienne Brasseur de Bourbourg, a French Abbe captured by 

the idea of a lost, ancient, and exotic civilization in the late-nineteenth century; Ralph 

Roys, a prominent, member of the now firmly established field of Maya studies in the 

United  States  in  the  mid-twentieth  century;  and Victoria  Bricker  building  off  of  this 

established Maya tradition but working into the twenty-first century.

Juan Pío Pérez Bermón, 1837-1847

One of the first scholars to work with the Chilam Balam of Ixil outside of the 

village itself was Juan Pío Pérez Bermón (henceforth written as Pío Pérez).  In his world 

and scholarship, the Ixil was no longer a reference book for an exclusively Maya village. 

Rather, with Pío Pérez it was placed into a new landscape of the study of regional history, 

literature, and science to be carried out by local scholars and politicians.  
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Pío  Pérez  was  born  in  Mérida  in  1798  (roughly  contemporaneous  with  the 

compilation  of  the  Ixil)  into  a  relatively  wealthy  family.   He  was  educated  in  El 

Seminario Pontificio de San Ildefonso but soon returned to Mérida to become a civil 

servant and regional political figure (Scandar 2012:4).  After formal studies, he devoted 

himself  to  learning  the  Yucatec  language  and  prehispanic  history  of  the  peninsula. 

Coming from this background, he would have had no personal or familial ties to the Ixil 

or other Maya villages where Books of Chilam Balam were found.  

During his life, which ended in 1859, Pío Pérez uncovered, recopied, and composed 

many  works  containing  Yucatec-language  text.   One  of  his  “discoveries,”  which  he 

copied was the mid-seventeenth century Diccionario de San Francisco.  His copy of the 

Diccionario is the only known surviving copy today (Michelon 1976 [n.d. ca. 1600]). 

Another work published in 1843 was an attempt to establish a chronology of prehispanic 

Yucatán, entitled Cronología Antigua Yucateca.  

Perhaps his most well known work, first compiled in 1837 is the one later named after 

him:  the  Códice  Pérez.14 This  was  a  roughly two hundred folia  (four  hundred page) 

manuscript containing a variety of materials. It was best known for containing the Book 

of Chilam Balam of Maní.   Victoria Bricker and Helga Miram argue convincingly that 

this manuscript should be called the Códice Pérez and not the Book of Chilam Balam of 

Maní because Pérez did not mark the original boundaries of the book, and it is impossible 

14 The history and provenience of this work is very complicated.  Many of the passages and annotations in  
the  Códice  Pérez  today  were  compiled  by  other  people,  chiefly  Crescencio  Carrillo  y  Ancona. 
Florencia Scandar (2012) elaborates on these issues of provenience further in her conference paper “El  
Códice Pérez: un nuevo acercamiento a la obra de un Ilustrado Yucateco.  My analysis in this chapter  
looks only at components and writings which can be definitively traced back to Pérez's work.
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to tell for certain what belonged in the Maní before leaving villagers' hands (Bricker and 

Miram 2002:1).  In addition to the Maní, this manuscript also includes calendar wheels 

and almanacs from several other Books of Chilam Balam, as well as copies of land titles 

dating back to the sixteenth century (Scandar 2012:12).

Although Pío Pérez reproduced much of the Chilam Balam of Maní in the Códice 

Pérez, he included parts of Ixil, though he treats it quite differently, recopying only a few 

selected parts.  Pío Pérez was likely the first person to work with the Chilam Balam of 

Ixil outside of the village itself.  Having access to (presumably) the entire manuscript that 

I have laid out in the previous chapter, it is possible to see what material he recopied and 

how he  used  it.   One of  the  few pages  from the  Ixil  that  definitively appear  in  his  

manuscript is one that I have already discussed at  great length: 21A, or the calendar 

wheels and their notes.  In the Ixil these two wheels deal with yearbearer days that begin 

the new year.  Both of these wheels appear in the Códice Pérez, as well as the explanatory 

text, but their purpose and context is quite different from that in the Ixil at the time of its  

composition.

The larger calendar wheel appears on folio 171 of the Códice Pérez; the smaller on 

folio 172, with the explanatory text in the Ixil recopied on the following page.  However, 

in this manuscript Pérez drew another type of calendar wheel, a K'atun wheel on folio 99 

of his work.  Interestingly he also left space under the calendar wheel on page 171 to 

draw in future calendar wheels from other sources.15

15 Bishop Carillo y Ancona later took advantage of this empty space to draw in another calendar wheel, 
which he incorrectly attributed to Diego de Landa (Scandar 2012:16).
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In  this  new  context  these  calendar  wheels  from  the  Ixil  are  no  longer  a  single 

reference for a literate Maya villager to determine dates associated with the beginnings of 

the year.  Rather, they are to be viewed comparatively by outsiders in relation to other 

wheels.  The blank space especially speaks to this, inviting Pérez to later “uncover” other 

examples of calendar wheels to situate with material from Ixil, regardless of its temporal 

or spatial distance from the Ixil.  The communal utility of this wheel is lost; in its place is  

a concerted effort  by Pérez to understand “the Other” by placing the works of many 

“Others'” against each other.

Just  as the scribes  of the Ixil  and their  work fit  into a larger  context in the late-

eighteenth  century,  so,  too,  did  Pérez'  works  decades  later  which  contained  mere 

selections from the Ixil.  His research was part of a larger group of scholarship beginning 

to  emerge  in  the  peninsula.   In  Pérez's  most  prolific  years,  the  education  system in 

Yucatán was undergoing a “rapid rejuvenation” (Chuchiak 2000:60) and literacy among 

the  peninsula's  urban elite,  a  group to  which  Pérez  belonged,  increased  dramatically. 

When he was young, he also saw the introduction of the printing press to the region in 

1813.  As there were other Yucatecos interested in historical and literary texts at the time, 

Pérez was not an “oddity,” but recognized as a reputable man of letters in Mérida society.

The fruits of these developments culminated with the creation of a group which called 

itself the Generation of 1840.  Its founding member was Justo Sierra O'Reilly.  A loose 

group  of  newly  fashioned  intellectuals  sought  to  “write  new  histories  and  literary 

productions of the Yucatán” (Chuchiak 2000:60).  Under Sierra O'Reilly, two journals 
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were founded, the Museo Yucateco (from 1841-1842), and the Registro Yucateco (1845-

1849).  The contents of these journals before the Caste War, was largely apolitical and 

concerned itself with topics such as historiography, education, philosophy, archaeology, 

literature, and musings on the usefulness of the English language in the coming decades 

(Chuckiak 2000:62).

One of Pérez's works, the “Cronología Antigua Yucateca” which references the Ixil, 

appears in the 1846 edition of the Registro Yucateco (Andrews n.d.:10).  This readership 

was small and perhaps did not number past a few hundred subscribers.  No longer were 

depictions of calendar wheels placed among Genesis passages, zodiac prognostications, 

or medicinal cures; they were to be consumed along with travel accounts, myths, bits of 

local history, poems, and other literary miscellany.    Selected bits of the Ixil, combined 

with fragments of other manuscripts were now situated in the concerns of a group of elite 

scholars creating a new framework in which to talk about the peninsula at large.

Pérez and the Generation of 1840, too, are part of yet another context, which attained 

a short-lived influence emanating from the newly industrialized and influential nations in 

Western Europe and English-speaking North America.  Around the same time that Pérez 

was composing his works, travelers from Western Europe and English-speaking North 

America began to tour the ruins of Yucatán.  The most well-known and influential of 

these early travelers was John Lloyd Stephens.  Stephens was a lawyer on a diplomatic 

mission to Central America.  He traveled with a companion, Frederick Catherwood, an 

English artist.  At first he did not specifically single out the Yucatán as his destination of 
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travel16; he also visited places such as Nicaragua, El Salvador, and Chiapas.  His work 

based on his travels contrasts with Pérez's sharply: he was not concerned with a detailed 

account of the glories and peculiarities of Yucatán alone.  Rather Maya ruins from many 

areas and time periods such as Copán in Honduras and Palenque in Chiapas caught his 

eyes  and  Catherwood's  art  supplies.  After  publishing  his  account  of  their  travels  in 

Central  America  and  southern  Mexico  (1841),  he  returned  to  Yucatán  for  further 

explorations in 1842, and in 1843 he published Incidents of Travel in Yucatán.

Pérez was in direct contact with Stephens, and thus reached a larger international 

audience.   He met Stephens in Ticul and gave him many documents regarding Maya 

calendrics and prehispanic history.  Part of Pérez's work  Cronología Antigua Yucateca 

was placed in the appendix of Stephen's  Incidents of Travel in Yucatán.   Pérez's work, 

which described calendar wheels based on his observation of that in the Ixil and other 

sources, did not remain in the realm of Yucatecan regionalism and scholarship.  Almost 

from their inception they were used to enhance a wider discussion on ruins of a “lost” 

civilization.   The fact that the calendar wheel  in the Ixil  and other Books of Chilam 

Balam were decades old was lost or conveniently forgotten along the way.

This shift of focus was quickly shared with the literate society of Yucatán, as Sierra 

O'Reilly published a Spanish edition of Stephens' account (1848-1850). This has gone 

through many editions and is still popular today.

Mere  decades  after  the  Chilam  Balam  of  Ixil  was  composed,  Pérez  held  an 
16 Nor was this his first mission of “exploration”.  In 1837 he published  Incidents of Travel in Egypt,  

Arabia Petraea, and the Holy Land; in 1838 he published Incidents of Travel in Greece, Turkey, Russia,  
and  Poland.   Much  of  his  writing  was  concerned  with  seemingly  ancient,  ruined  monumental 
architecture.
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instrumental role in bringing passages of it and other community manuscripts to light to 

an audience not tied to the Book's composition and use in a Yucatecan village. While 

books similar to the Chilam Balam of Ixil continued to be used in villages through at least 

the mid-twentieth century (Villa Rojas 1945), its authors were not given an opportunity to 

explain the books' purposes and contexts to this new, expanding audience.

From  the  beginning  of  its  life  outside  of  a  village  community  facing  the 

encroachment of outsiders,  the Ixil  no longer served as a stand alone reference for a 

community.  Pérez used the Ixil selectively, taking its calendar wheels as the Ixil's scribes 

did zodiac passages from  reportorios and reassembled them in a new narrative.   The 

material Pérez selected reflected his desire to learn about prehispanic Maya calendars, 

and as a result of this focus and his membership in a regional literati, they came to to be 

known to well-to-do foreigners.  Later,  Pérez's work with the Ixil  entered a new and 

growing field of Maya studies with prehispanic architecture at its core while the physical 

copy of the Ixil would gather dust in the archives of Mérida.

Despite the promising beginnings of a flourishing Yucatec literary tradition among the 

upper classes, the outbreak of the Caste War cut this short. The Caste War was a large 

scale rebellion by native Maya villagers that began in 1847 and did not fully end until 

1901.  As mentioned in the second chapter, trade had increased in the region and affected 

Maya landholdings in Ixil and in other villages. After independence, Antochiw argues 

that  the  growing  hacienda  industry  “took  advantage  of  the  national  independence 

movements to rapidly transform lands designated for common use” (Antochiw 1997:4) 
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and turn them into private property. By 1847, this had reached a tipping point for many 

Maya  villagers,  rendered  nearly  landless  by  these  reforms.  In  addition,  the  local 

government had armed Maya villagers months earlier as an effort to  defend the peninsula 

against the central government of Santa Anna, and to combat local adversaries (Antochiw 

1997:5). The combination of landlessness and new access to firearms and other weapons 

contributed to the eruption of the Caste War, turning the Yucatán into a conflict zone. 

This  conflict  led  to  a  decline  in  publication  about  the  peninsula  by members  of  the 

Generation  of  1840,  including  discussion  of  Maya  manuscripts.  Furthermore,  as  the 

broader fields of Maya archaeology and Maya studies expanded in the latter half of the 

nineteenth century, contributions from Yucatec elites rarely reached a mass public.

Charles Étienne Brasseur de Bourbourg

For several decades, the Ixil remained virtually untouched and outside of the hands of 

researchers.   The  only  parts  of  the  Ixil  that  were  available  were  those  in  Pérez's 

Cronología Antigua Yucateca, in which his descriptions (without illustrations) of the Ixil's 

calendar wheels circulated abroad, thanks to the popularity of Stephens' book.  However, 

it was during these decades that a new field study emerged, based on a novel paradigm of 

study.   This  focused  on  Maya  ruins  from  multiple  places  and  times,  aided  by  a 

fragmentary but growing corpus of colonial, ethnohistoric, and prehispanic manuscripts, 

which would allow scholars to reconstruct Maya calendrics, religion, and a hieroglyphic 

writing system.  In much of this early work done before anthropology was a recognizable 
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discipline,  a  heterotopic  reimagined  “Lost  Maya  Civilization”  emerged  for  literate 

Westerners to consume.  The most influential  figure in the discovery and defining of 

“Maya manuscripts” was the French Abbé (abbot) Brasseur de Bourbourg.  His work, 

among others, is instrumental in how the Ixil was to be conceived in later times.

In 1855 Bourbourg was assigned to the small village of Rabinal near Guatemala City. 

It  was  during  his  years  here  that  he  uncovered  his  first  major,  and  still  oft-cited 

manuscript, the Popul Vuh (Coe 1999:99).17  As previously mentioned, this was a K'iche' 

Maya manuscript recorded in colonial times that recounted the origins of the world.

Bourbourg  found this  manuscript  in  the  University  of  San  Carlos  in  1856.   The 

manuscript containing the Popol Vuh did not stand alone and was bound, with a K'iche' 

grammar, a confessional guide, and a prologue and annotations written by a colonial friar, 

Francisco Ximénez (Quiroa 2011:476).  The Abbe's knowledge of K'iche' allowed him to 

read the story, and to publish it as a stand-alone work, excluding even Ximénez's notes. 

Brasseur had access to and could publish accounts of deity figures and origin stories that 

would have been unknown to “men of letters” back in Europe.  Néstor Quiroa argues that 

Brasseur focused on the mythological content of the Popol Vuh in ways that related it to a 

precolonial ancient Maya civilization and thus  “evad[ed] the fundamental fact that the 

Popol Vuh narrative is, after all, the product of a colonial encounter between Maya and 

European  civilization,”  (Quiroa  2011:472).   His  treatment  of  the  Popol  Vuh in  this 

manner would fundamentally shape how colonial Maya manuscripts, including the Ixil, 

17 Before him, in 1857, Austrian scholar Carl Scherzer also uncovered the manuscript containing the Popol 
Vuh (Quiroa 2011:471).
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were to be approached, in which the cosmological content took utmost precedent over the 

materiality and provenience of a given manuscript regarding any aspect of Maya culture.

After his mission in Guatemala he returned to Europe.  In 1862 in the haphazardly 

organized archives of Madrid he uncovered a partial, and the only known surviving copy 

of Diego de Landa's Relación de las Cosas de Yucatán (Coe 1999:100).  This was a very 

early colonial  document  written  by the  Spanish  friar  documenting  yearbearer  rituals, 

social structure, geography, and writing systems in the early sixteenth century.  Despite 

the fact that Landa actively tried to destroy the beliefs about which he wrote, Brasseur 

and others took his account almost uncritically as a depiction of “what life was like” just 

before the Spaniards arrived, if not centuries before.

In 1866 Bourbourg made perhaps his “flashiest” discovery.  He first examined what 

was then known as the Troano Codex, one part of what would later be reunited as the 

Madrid Codex: one of only three surviving prehispanic codices (Vail 2006:498).  Unlike 

when he discovered the Popol Vuh in the 1850s, more scholars had by then been exposed 

to Maya literature and images of impressive Maya ruins and were fascinated.  Around 

this time the Paris and Dresden codices were also received with similar acclaim18.  With a 

Western  fascination  about  “the  ancient  Maya”  in  full  force  by the  1870s,  it  was  no 

accident that these manuscripts were re-discovered and received by multiple scholars all 

around the same time.

Though one manuscript was a written narrative in colonial K'iche', another the words 

18 The Dresden Codex was actually encoountered in 1789, although the earliest studies of the manuscript 
date to the 1880s (Gabrielle Vail personal communication 2013)
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of an outsider (a Spanish friar) and still another mostly undecipherable (at the time) and 

free  from any colonial  context,19 Bourbourg  took  them all  at  face  value  as  tools  to 

understand a constructed place, time, and people as exotic and removed from himself. 

Pío Pérez's work on the Yucatán and its focus on regional developments now served as a 

mere reference for a larger idea of a Pan-Maya timeless civilization rather than local 

politics.  Spanish ships brought Landa's work and the Madrid Codex back to Europe long 

before the Ixil was the first mark on a page.  Early seventeenth century scribes of the 

Popol Vuh had little to do with scribes from a Yucatec village, at least not those separated 

by a century in time.  Nor did those who wrote these documents have any association 

with one another.  Yet it was Bourbourg's involvement with another form of missionizing 

and academic  pursuits  in  an  industrializing,  colonial  era  that  united  these  documents 

separated  by  time  and  space.   His  experiences  of  discovery  placed  colonial  with 

prehispanic, Spanish with Maya, and lowlands with highlands.

Approaching  these  manuscripts  as  an  outsider,  he  developed  theories  about  “the 

Maya” and their  manuscripts  with little basis in lives and histories of the inhabitants 

themselves.  He believed that this assemblage of broadly Maya literature and ruins could 

be traced to a people with origins in the “lost continent” of Atlantis (Andrews n.d.:14). 

Though his physical “discoveries” were groundbreaking, they were not approached with 

any attempt at an indigenous perspective.  Rather, they were fit into a fabled landscape 

firmly rooted in the European imagination.

19 A paper “patch” from a Papal  bull  was incorporated into the manuscript  well  after  it  was written.  
Chuchiak's (2004) article “Papal Bulls, Extirpators and the Madrid Codex: The Content and Probable 
Provenience of the Madrid 56 Patch,” provides more information. 
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Despite these conflations and heterotopias he gave scholars an incredible corpus of 

raw material.   Michel  Foucault  describes  heterotopias  as  “outside  of  all  places,  even 

though it may be possible to indicate their location in reality” and “absolutely different 

from all the sites that they reflect and speak about” (Foucault 1986 [1967]:24). Foucault 

provides numerous examples of heterotopias including cemeteries, brothels, libraries, and 

museums.  Another scholar, Miriam Kahn (1995) expands discussion on this last example 

and analyzes how two twentieth century museum displays of “Pacific Island Cultures” 

are creations of times and places that never existed.  This idea of constructing Western 

representation of “foreign” cultures or pasts can be applied as well to early research in the 

Maya  area.   What  Bourbourg  did  for  collecting  and  displaying,  and  conflating 

“fascinating”  manuscripts  about  a  “lost  civilization,”  others  did  simultaneously  with 

respect to Maya ruins.  

Bourbourg's ideas about a single ancient civilization and reports of ruins fed off one 

another, ultimately defining the field.  One of these early archaeologists contemporary 

with Bourbourg was Desiré Charnay.  He explored and excavated several sites in Central 

Mexico, Postclassic ruins in the Yucatán, and Classic sites in the highlands.  He united 

these sites through theorizing that  they were all  founded by the Toltecs,  and that the 

Toltecs were initially of East Asian origin (Andrews n.d.: 13).  Others, such as  Augustus 

Le Plongeon, believed that the “ancient Maya” dated back over 12,000 years and founded 

ancient Egypt, and other Old World Civilizations (Andrews n.d.:14). Though differing in 

form, these explorers all conceptualized “the Maya” as exotic, and the only allusions to 
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history in their ideas were a notion of diffusion based on speculation.  The photographs, 

engravings, and sketches present in Charnay's publications and those of others, in which 

images of sites from disparate times and places were placed together, only contributed to 

this abstracted, somewhat “orientalist” view of a prehispanic Maya.  These ideas of “the 

Maya” were firmly in  place,  and historical  and colonial  context  were clearly absent. 

Thus, it became commonplace to focus on a single pre-contact “civilization” for research 

interests, even later as the field became more defined and largely discredited some of the 

more  outlandish  ideas  concerning  the  origins  of  “the  Maya”.   Studying  the  colonial 

context of source manuscripts did not fall into this agenda.

Ralph L. Roys

The third scholar who examined the Ixil was the American ethnohistorian Ralph L. 

Roys, who published from 1920 to 1966.  His material access and the way he approached 

colonial Maya documents, including the full contents of the Ixil, was very different from 

that of Bourbourg.  Writing in the mid-twentieth century, Roys worked within in a very 

established,  and particular  mode of studying Maya material.   The idea of  studying a 

constructed  “prehispanic  Maya”  was  almost  unquestioned,  but  by  this  point  it  was 

defined, professionalized, and well funded.  His work fits in with the broader goal of 

reconstructing  in  great  detail  a  larger  prehispanic  Maya  area,  with  an  established 

chronology and knowledge of cosmology, writing systems, and architecture at its heart.

Much  of  this  contrast  can  be  seen  in  the  beginnings  of  Bourbourg's  and  Roy's 
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“fascination” with the Maya.  Whereas Bourbourg got his start in a missionizing arm of a 

colonial  enterprise  in  Guatemala,  Roys  experienced  a  narrative  of  “the  Maya”  as 

presented  to  him in  the  early twentieth  century.   The  Peabody Museum,  which  was 

curated by Putnam when Roys was young (Thompson 1967:95), housed visually striking 

“Maya” artifacts,  with  minimal  regard  to  archaeological  context,  date  of  creation,  or 

particular  region.   Though  in  his  lifetime,  Roys  would  see—and  contribute  to—the 

further refinement of Maya anthropology, Bourbourg's and his contemporaries' legacy of 

“discovery” reigned in the public imagination.

In Roy's own academic life, he would contribute to the field in a variety of ways. 

Unlike many of his predecessors, his primary focus was not only on Maya manuscripts in 

general, but specifically on colonial Maya manuscripts, especially the Books of Chilam 

Balam.  His first publication in 1920 involved a translation of a passage in the Book of 

Chilam Balam of Chumayel.  Further publications of his included The Ethnobotany of the  

Ancient Maya  (1931), a full translation of the Chilam Balam of Chumayel (1933),  The 

Titles  of  Ebtun (1939),  The Indian Background of  Colonial  Yucatán (1943),  and  The 

Political Geography of the Yucatán Maya (1957).  Of these works,  The Ethnobotany of  

the Ancient Maya specifically references the Ixil.

In 1946 Roys wrote an article devoted entirely to the contents of the Ixil.  This is 

significant  since  it  is  the  first  published piece to  discuss  the manuscript  as  a  whole. 

Though by this point in time the Ixil was back in Mexico, a photostatic copy was housed, 

cataloged and made available at a relatively new research center: the Middle American 
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Research Institute (MARI) at Tulane in New Orleans.  It was partially funded by another 

organization,  the Carnegie Institute in Washington (CIW).  A philanthropic institution 

founded  by Andrew Carnegie,  it  funded  a  large  variety of  academic  research  in  the 

sciences and social sciences.  From 1914 to 1958 this included large endowments for 

Maya research.  Weeks argues that “during these four decades, the CIW was the leader in 

the field,  with monetary and human resources that no university or research program 

could match, then or since,” (Weeks 2009:xix).  With Roys' own research taking place 

between 1920 and 1966, he was employed by the CIW from 1931 to 1953 (Weeks and 

Hill  2006:24).   Not  only were some of his  own projects  funded,  but  projects  by his 

colleagues and research he could consult were also directly facilitated by these aims. 

Unlike  Bourbourg  who  only  saw  a  manuscript  in  which  parts  of  the  Ixil  were 

featured, Roys was exposed to the entirety of the Ixil's contents.20  Because of this, my 

analysis will discuss much more directly how Roys conceptualized the Ixil both within 

the  wide  range  of  his  own scholarship  and  the  larger  research  context  of  a  field  of 

American anthropology that was becoming established.  Roys was well-aware that the 

Ixil is definitively a colonial source with multiple components, and he took this context 

into account in his analysis. This led him to approach the Ixil with caution.  However, he 

ultimately attempted to engage the source critically to gain insights into the time just 

before the arrival of the Spanish, sorting out colonial “intrusions”, rather than viewing the 

manuscript and its colonial context as worthy of study on its own.

20 These contents were not the original, which at this time were housed in Mexico City.  Rather he worked 
from a photocopy of the original held at Tulane University (Roys 2011 [1946]:288)
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In  introducing  the  manuscript  he  judges  it  on  its  lack  of  detailed  discussion  of 

prophecies and “old native lore.”  As a source it is merely “valuable as evidence of the 

acculturation of the Maya during the eighteenth century” (Roys 1946:2011: 288).  In this 

light it is a tale of passive culture change “happening” to the Maya and a cautionary tale 

to  approach  “other  native  sources  which  were  compiled  and  edited  during  the  same 

period”  with  a  critical  eye  (2011[1946]:288).   With  this  dismissive  introduction,  he 

nevertheless  mentions  many  of  the  sections  of  the  Ixil,  including  materials  from 

reportorios.

The first section that Roys mentions is the calendar wheels (21A).  From his article, 

he describes  the “first  four  pages” of the manuscript  as devoted to Maya calendrics. 

Though he had access to the entire copy, it was reordered and reshuffled.21  He named the 

larger calendar wheel as a k'atun wheel, with each k'atun as thirteen years in duration. 

Roys likely misread the test on folio 21R in the Ixil, and interpreted a  k'atun as having 

thirteen years, rather than twenty (2011 [1946]:288). 

The next section Roys discusses is what I called “Maya months and days”.  In my 

analysis of this page, I focused on the stylistic use of faces next to days and their relation 

to images found in reportorios accessible to the scribes (or the scribes of exemplar texts): 

Roys suggests the possibility that “days were personified” (1946:2011:288).

Roys also discusses the eclipses found in the Ixil.  The text below it, he argues, is “an 

explanation of the latter from the European point of view contradicting the Maya belief 
21 In Caso Barrera’s work, the first four pages of the Chilam Balam of Ixil were passages from the Bible 

book of Genesis. She also alludes to other pages being shuffled and reversed throughout the work, such 
as how the text folia 42A to 43R precede text on page 2R to 6 (Caso Barrera 2011:17). It is unclear if 
this shuffling occurred before or after Roys’ examination of the manuscript.
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that the moon was bitten or eaten.” Because it appears to be a “European” intrusion, an 

assertion  I  have attempted  to  disprove,  Roys  devotes  little  time to  this.   The  textual 

references to a single God creating the sun and moon, though not noted in any European 

manuscripts discussing astronomy, seemed to signify immediately to Roys that there was 

little,  if  any,  middle  ground  between  acculturation  or  the  survival  of  Postclassic 

traditions.

Regarding the zodiac section, Roys notes its presence and the general structure of 

information relayed in the text.  He notes in particular that the “ the treatise on the zodiac 

is not correlated with the calendar” (1946:2011:290), and observes that this sources was 

copied from elsewhere based on the hours of light and darkness given for winter months. 

There is no mention of a preexisting Maya zodiac or how or why this passage might have 

been useful beyond a general, novel fascination with European derived material.

In this short explanatory article, Roys' tone is one of disappointment with the Ixil, as 

he  states  “many  people  were  losing  interest  in  Maya  science  and  chronology  and 

forgetting  things  that  previously  had  been  much  more  generally  known,” 

(1946:2011:291).  Rather than leaving it at this, he contrasts it with the Book of Chilam 

Balam of Chumayel, the Book he worked with the most and translated (twice), and the 

Book  that  many other  scholars  of  his  time  cited  and  wrote  about  as  well.   Though 

stemming from roughly the same period, Roys implies that the Chumayel is far more 

“useful” than the Ixil, since it refers to a time period of interest—before the arrival of the 

Spanish.   In  both  cases  the  unique  colonial  context  is  merely a  vehicle  to  arrive  at 
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prehispanic lifeways.

 Roys was a careful, learned scholar whose work contrasted sharply with Brasseur, 

Pérez, and certainly the scribes of the Ixil.  By the time he began work on the Ixil, a  

detailed chronological sketch had been drawn of the prehispanic Maya area by outsiders 

with funding to conduct systematic investigations of a broad region.  His knowledge of 

written Yucatec and his familiarity with myths  and prophecies as relayed in  multiple 

colonial  Maya  manuscripts  had  few  parallels.   Like  other  researchers  of  his  time, 

however, for him the Ixil was merely a tool (a poor one in comparison to the Chumayel 

or the Ritual of the Bacabs) to illuminate the prehispanic past, and specifically examining 

a newly defined late Postclassic Yucatán just before the Spanish conquest.  Its merits as a 

historically  grounded  colonial  source  reflecting  concerns  and  ideas  of  its  time  of 

composition were not yet realized.

Victoria Bricker

By the 1940s, work at the Carnegie Institute began to come under harsh criticism. By 

this point many scholars, most notably Clyde Kluckhohn, argued that the research from 

the institute did not take enough cultural context into research considerations and focused 

primarily on descriptive work instead of using their findings to develop new theoretical 

frameworks (Weeks and Hill 2006:18).  These criticisms, combined with the Institute's 

renewed focus on hard sciences in the wake of the Second World War, left space for a 

new generation of scholars working in the Maya area to develop.  Among those to come 
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out of this new framework is Maya ethnographer, linguist, epigrapher, and ethnohistorian, 

Victoria Bricker.

Writing from the 1970s through the present, her work contributes to and reflects an 

expanded field of Maya studies which employs a broader multidisciplinary approach to 

Maya  culture,  and  integrates  prehispanic,  historic,  and  contemporary  ethnographic 

materials into a seamless narrative.  Much of her work retains the comprehensiveness 

developed by earlier Maya scholars. In her work, however, it is not only the “prehispanic 

Maya” that warrant such comprehensive treatment.  This careful research can also apply 

to contemporary studies of Maya life and to the colonial books of Chilam Balam.

Her  research  has  ranged  from  ethnographic  and  anthropological  linguistic  work 

among contemporary Tzotzil Maya in Chiapas, on site consultations with with colonial 

archival material, research on the Maya codices, and the Books of Chilam Balam.  In 

contrast to Roys, who also examined a great deal of colonial materials, she did not do so 

primarily to extrapolate information pertaining to prehispanic times.

Bricker's  earliest  linguistic  and  ethnographic  work  likely  influenced  her  later 

approach to the Book of Chilam Balam of Kaua, the Book most similar to the Ixil. Much 

of  her  graduate  work  was  done  as  part  of  a  larger  endeavor  known as  the  Harvard 

Chiapas Project. Evon Vogt, the scholar who founded the project in the 1950s begins his 

project proposal as follows:

“The aims of the project are to describe the changes currently occurring in 
the cultures of the Tzotzil and Tzeltal Indians in Chiapas, Mexico, as a result 
of  the  action  program  of  the  National  Indian  Institute  of  the  Mexican 
government; and to utilize these data for an analysis of the determinants and 
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processes of cultural change”
(1994:82).

In almost direct opposition to many of the goals of the Carnegie Institute, the project 

had little concern with “reconstructing” a static version of a broadly conceived of past 

society.  Rather, it not only focused on the present over the prehispanic past, but it also 

sought to explore the intricacies of culture contact and the integration of foreign concepts 

and ideas within a small community.

Soon these goals changed too. In the course of his time on the project, when Bricker 

was still a student, Vogt “reoriented his research to studying their [the Maya of Highland 

Chiapas's]  underlying cultural logic” (Collier 2005:560). While ethnographic work had 

been done before in Yucatán a few decades before the Harvard Chiapas Project began, 

this new orientation allowed for Mesoamerican ethnography to be framed in terms of 

how and why a specific society in a certain place and time (in this case Tzoltzil and 

Tzeltal Maya in the 1950s to 1980s) reconciled its past and present in a temporally and 

spatially grounded setting.  By the end, the project was no longer to be a “model”with an 

end goal of making predictions about culture change elsewhere in the world. Rather, it 

was perceived of as valuable in and of itself.

Vogt was a very influential anthropologist whose project reached a “new generation” 

of scholars, including Victoria Bricker.  In  Fieldwork among the Maya: Reflections on  

the Harvard Chiapas Project  (Vogt 1994), he discusses the project and approaches that 

his  subsequent  students  took.   These included both collecting a  large corpus of  hard 

economic or linguistic data and deriving ideas from this, and a more humanistic approach 
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using less “hard data” to construct guiding research questions for further research.  Vogt 

notes in particular that Bricker was one of the students who “nicely combine[d] the two 

approaches” (Vogt 1994:364).

Vogt explains that the Harvard Chiapas Project witnessed “three decades of change in 

anthropological theory” (Vogt 1994:364).   Some of the most influential  work to have 

come out around this time that deals with “peasant” communities and the importance 

given  specifically  to  colonial  history  and  context  was  that  of  Eric  Wolf,  especially 

Europe and the  People  without  History  (1982).  In  this  work,  Wolf  issued a  call  to 

anthropologists to “uncover the history of 'the people without history'—the active history 

of 'primitives', peasantries, laborers, migrants, and besieged minorities” (Wolf 1982:x). 

This imperative was a sharp contrast with the study of simple societies in isolation and 

allowed for a new focus on larger, sometimes global, processes of the past that shaped 

present societies.  It was a novel, concerted effort to engage colonial history and to view 

it  not in terms of an imperfect window on a “pre-capitalist” past.  Rather it  sought to 

explore  unequal  connections,  global  interconnectedness,  and the  agency of  oppressed 

peoples in the not-too-distant past, and link them to the present.  As such, this work, and 

others along with it (see, e.g.,  Comaroff 1985, Marcus and Fischer 1986, and Sahlins 

1994), represent a radical break from Roys and others' ways of using colonial material.

In The Indian Christ, the Indian King (1981), Bricker was one of the first scholars to 

detail  regional  colonial  history.   Although  her  work  is  largely  concerned  with 

contemporary  myths  and  their  performances  in  Highland  Chiapas,  she  meticulously 
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traces the historic  origins and changes of these myths through the colonial  era.   She 

deconstructs  the  idea  that  myth  and  history  are  mutually  exclusive  or  that  myth  is 

insufficient to explain tangible colonial processes.  To do so, considerable background 

research is needed on the colonial  area.   Even though she uses colonial  material  and 

contextualizes  it  in  the  present,  this  comprehensive  research  contrasts  sharply  with 

research of earlier scholars who merely noted the colonial provenience of a work.  It  

involved more holistic study and background of village organization, language use, and 

the telling of histories.  This particular attention to the colonial era and its complexities is 

significant.

Although Bricker never worked directly with the Ixil, she, along her colleague, Helga 

Maria Miram, published a transcription and translation of the book of Chilam Balam of 

Kaua.  Like Roys, they noted its similarities to the Ixil.  Their translation, unlike others'  

translations of Books of Chilam Balam by other  scholars provides sections of nearly 

equal length and depth on both “European background” and “Maya background” (Bricker 

and Miram 2002:3).  In doing so, they focus on the scribes themselves from colonial 

times, and avow that their efforts to perceive the fundamentals of European scientific 

knowledge shortly after conquest were as valid as continuities and resituation of texts of 

prehispanic origins.   This  validation  of  European material  included in colonial  Maya 

works permeates my own study of the Ixil.

Within this work, Bricker and Miram also reference texts within the Ixil.  In some 

instances,  they  include  a  reproduction  of  material  from within  the  Ixil,  such  as  the 
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calendar wheels, which are placed within a larger explanatory framework pertinent to a 

discussion of temporally grounded instances of other colonial calendar wheels.  In other 

cases, cognate passages found in both the Kaua and the Ixil are referenced in footnotes.

Epilogue: The Ixil in 2012

In 2011 a paperback facsimile of the Chilam Balam of Ixil was issued and offered for 

sale in Mexico.  Whereas Ralph Roys and Victoria Bricker worked with black and white 

photocopies of this document, as of two years ago scholars and nonspecialists alike could 

see and handle full-color images of the Ixil in its entirety and read its transcription and 

translation into Spanish.  Its initial  print run was fairly small,  and it sold out rapidly 

(Andrews:  personal  communication  2012).   Either  way,  the  sheer  number  of  people 

exposed to the full contents of the document within the past two years likely outnumbers 

any before it, both in and outside of the village of Ixil.  Not only is it in the hands of  

Maya specialists, but also “conspiracy theorists”, tourists, and perhaps in the village of 

Ixil itself for descendants of its scribes to read for themselves.  This new publication and 

its widespread distribution have the potential to undoubtedly complicate interpretations 

and  uses  of  the  book.  However,  in  the  midst  of  these  “complications”  and  a  vastly 

increased readership of the Ixil, descendants of eighteenth century villagers of Ixil may 

also  have  access  to  the  work.  In  doing  so,  they  can  contribute  their  voice  and 

interpretations to a body of scholarly literature, or perhaps stake a claim for the physical 

manuscript itself.
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While translator Laura Caso Barrera critiqued the implicit assumptions of Roys and 

others that this manuscript was less useful for its abundance of European sources and 

tried to show its importance in a specific colonial context, as I have done, the facsimile of 

the Ixil, too, exists within a larger cultural context—a worldwide familiarity with some 

idea of “The Maya” that is at odds with contemporary research.  To illustrate this, I am 

providing an example from my own work with this book.  In the interests of reflexivity 

and transparency, this instance is also what inspired the idea of this chapter:

It was a cool, crisp afternoon in Gainesville on December 21st, 2012.  I sat at a booth 

at a small cafe within walking distance from my mother's apartment, my laptop open, and 

Laura Caso Barrera's 2011 Chilam Balam de Ixil: Facsimilar y estudio de un libro maya  

inédito  rested on the table, its cover of a calendar wheel displayed upward.  I was home 

for the holidays and wanted to squeeze in a bit of thesis reading, since I knew I would not 

have time later.

A twenty-first century college student with internet access, I procrastinated for a little 

while before getting down to work.  I checked my email, and browsed a few websites. 

Nearly every one of these sites mentioned, often jokingly, the “Doomsday 2012” that 

many people misinterpreted to be the end of the Maya calendar, said to occur on that day. 

By then,  nearly everyone in  my vicinity,  informed by a  larger  pop culture landscape 

including movies, media hype, and easily sharable image macros, had undoubtedly heard 

of a group of people in Central America called “the Maya”, knew they had a detailed 

calendar system, and, as evidenced by the posts online, were likely thinking about such 
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an “ancient civilization” more than usual.  Evidenced by most of the posts online, few 

people believed in the phenomena and most lampooned those who did; there seemed to 

be little questioning, though, that some Maya scribe somewhere pointed to that day as the 

“end” of an era.

Figure 4.1 One example,  parodying this “2012” event (Piraro 2009).

The image above is  one such image that  flashed on my computer  screen.  It  is  a 

drawing from 2009, showing two figures taken to be “Maya.” They hold a stone based on 

the  aesthetics  of  the  “Aztec  Calendar  Stone”  on  display in  the  National  Museum of 

Anthropology in Mexico City.  It is a calendar stone that related Mexican cosmology and 
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days associated with the completion of various eras, a concept not introduced to the Maya 

era until the Postclassic.  This misrepresentation of Maya calendrics (to the point of using 

imagery from Central  Mexico)  is  irrelevant;  the  abstracted  “Maya”  theme is  used  to 

lampoon contemporary twenty-first century Westerners who believe in an end time or 

rapture scenario. For many of the people in the cafe, this was likely their introduction to a 

semblance of “the Maya” especially talked about on that day.

The front cover of Caso Barrera's edition of the Chilam Balam of Ixil  included a 

wheel shape and the word “Maya” on its cover.  Even though the Ixil was contained 

within the pages in full and framed by a prologue grounding it in colonial context and 

European and Maya background, to an outside observer of it unopened, it was still a work 

covered by a depiction of a “strange” wheel with faces and strange words surrounding it. 

Especially in that moment,  this research existed in a larger context and a new set of 

assumptions or re-purposing and classifying of “Maya” objects and beliefs. In this day 

and  age,  a  heterotopic  misrepresentation  no  longer  necessitated  a  trip  to  a  museum; 

casually  visiting  websites  reinforced  a  very  specific  idea  of  an  abstracted  “Maya” 

civilization for many people on a daily basis.  In the much smaller world of academic 

study of the Maya, the Ixil and its temporal and spatial grounding, and colonial context 

would be noted and generally accepted. In the larger context of being in a cafe on that 

day, made me realize the disconnect between my academic work and popular perception. 

This chapter has been a cursory attempt to examine the links between Maya material and 

a wider perception, by focusing my analysis specifically on a single manuscript. 
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From Pío Pérez to the immediate present, many people examined the contents of the 

Book  of  Chilam  Balam  of  Ixil  outside  of  the  village  itself.   With  each  of  these 

observations  and  subsequent  publications  involving  the  Ixil  in  some  way,  these 

investigators' narrations imposed a new set of assumptions and approaches on the Ixil 

itself that would not have been present at the time of the book's compilation.  In parsing 

these out I argue that these narratives have a role in both reflecting contemporary ideas of 

“the other” and of creating new ones.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

The  Book  of  Chilam  Balam  is  multifaceted,  not  only  its  contents,  but  also  its 

reinterpretation.   It  is  a work that arose from a specific intersection of circumstances 

regarding  writing  and  culture  contact.   Its  individual  parts  were  selected,  copied,  or 

recopied  by  individual  scribes  operating  within  these  frameworks.  After  the  work's 

composition, outsiders restored parts of the Ixil, by recombining and resituating relevant 

pieces into other cultural  frameworks.  By examining the context and contents of the 

manuscript along with its use, I seek to begin a study of the manuscript in its totality. 

Doing  so  allows  me  to  focus  on  a  wide  range  of  issues  pertinent  in  the  study  of 

anthropology. By limiting the scope of my work to discourses in and around the Ixil, I 

seek to ground my research materially and limit  excessively abstract discussion about 

larger theoretical concerns.

Although the second chapter focuses on several threads of background around the 

Ixil, it is an attempt to bring together multiple areas in Maya research in a single coherent 

work.  There is considerable published research on the history and society of colonial 

Yucatán (Farriss 1984; Restall  1997; Quezada 1992), as well  as thematic research on 

writing, linguistics, and scribal agency in the centuries between contact and the Republic

22 The Republic of Mexico was founded in 1821 when Mexico's independence from Spain was fully 
recognized.
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 (Bricker and Miram 2002; Hanks 2010; Knowlton 2010).  Few, if any, discussions on the 

Books of  Chilam Balam explicitly link historical  developments  in  the late-eighteenth 

century with both the composition and the contents of the Books of Chilam Balam of Ixil. 

While providing a solid background, my chapter also seeks to provide a fuller context of 

the work itself.

The third chapter treats the text, first, as a relatively bound entitity—a “snapshot” of 

sources at the time of its composition.  Throughout this chapter I sought to problematize a 

dichotomy between  abstracted  “European”  and  “Maya”  ideas.   By focusing  on  four 

diverse  sources  in  the  Ixil,  I  demonstrate  that  even  the  most  “apparently”  European 

sources, directly recopied from European books, are recontextualized in the world of the 

scribe, as well as the most apparently “Maya” ones.

The fourth chapter builds on the idea of how discrete sources can be reappropriated 

and take on new meanings.  Rather than focusing on European reportorio pages in the 

Ixil,  or similar materials, I focus on the Ixil itself.  In this chapter I seek to provide a 

history of the manuscript that expands the analysis of the manuscript's history beyond the 

confines of a typical “literature review.”  Instead I focus on four scholars, each of whom 

worked with the Ixil in varying capacities, and show how each used the Ixil for very 

different  purposes  and  operated  within  different  frameworks  than  the  manuscript's 

scribes.  This section also seeks to promote the idea of “studying up,” in which people of 

relative prestige can also be objects of inquiry, perhaps as much as the colonial Maya 

have been.
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As a whole I wished to show not only the uniqueness and complexity of a fascinating 

manuscript; I also further recontextualize it, treating it as an object for which seemingly 

divergent objects of inquiry come together.

Research undertaken for this chapter encourages further study, with the Ixil at the 

forefront of study.  One project for future research would be an attempt to examine the 

Ixil's use in other contexts within the village itself.  While scribes may have written the 

work and been exposed to its contents in their entirety, other villagers would have only 

been exposed to parts, or know about the book through reputation.  Timothy Knowlton's 

2012 work, “Some Historical Continuities in Lowland Maya Magical Speech Genres”, 

discusses  other  colonial  Maya manuscripts,  namely incantations  in  the  Rituals  of  the 

Bacabs.   In  these  texts,  he  identifies  ”keying”  devices  within  the  text  that  signal  a 

difference between the words on the page for the reader, and the text to be performed 

aloud for a larger community (Knowlton 2012:259).  While perhaps difficult to discern in 

the Book of Chilam Balam of Ixil,  greater attention to how the books were used and 

received by various social actors would be a productive avenue of research.  Drawing 

upon Villa Roja's (1945) ethnographic study of manuscripts in Yucatec villages would 

inform this cursory research.

Another  point  of  further  research would include an ethnographic component.  The 

Chilam Balam of Ixil is currently housed in the National Museum of Anthropology in 

Mexico City.  The manuscript is not displayed in its entirety and placed alongside other 

artifacts from “the Maya area”.  This work would follow in the footsteps of Kahn's (1995) 
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discussion of heterotopic dissonance in museum representations.  It would also bring in 

analysis  focusing  on the  anthropology of  tourism,  and nationalism (Arden 2004).   It 

would focus not only on how the pages of the Ixil are displayed to visitors, but also how 

they are framed within the larger context of a “Maya” exhibit in a museum with its own 

set of ideological concerns.
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APPENDIX

Transliterations and translations of selected texts

Passages and translations from the Book of Chilam Balam of Ixil

The  original  Maya  is  from Laura  Caso  Barrera  (2011),  and  my translations  into 

English are from her Spanish translations.
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Maya Months and Days: 20A Transliteration

lay uinlob cu xo 
colob ychil hun
ppel haab lae
hun hun kal kin
cu cuchic hun hu ^
ppel lai u kaba
ob tzolan lae =

pop
uo
zoɔ
çip23

zec24

xul
ɔe yaxkin
Mol
cħeen25 
Yax
Zac
Mac
ceh
kankin
Muan
Kayab
Paax
Cun Ku26

(Uayab cħaƀ27)
365

holhun kan ca tac
hopel kin
(1) Parece que Uayeb cħab es
nombre que representa los 5 días
aciagos excluidos de los 18 meses
de a 20 días. 

23 Should be Zip
24 Should be Tzec
25 Should be Chen
26 Should be Cumku
27 Should be Uayeb cħaƀ

Uinal lae 

Kan Hix28

Chucchan Men

Cimih Cib

Manic Caban

Lamat Eɔnab

Muluc Cauac

Oc Ahau

Chuen Imix

Eb Ik

Ben Akbal

28 Should be Ix
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Maya Days and Months:  20A Translation

These are the uinals [months] that are are 
counted in a Haab' year, each one has 
twenty days, its burden or prognostication, 
its names are ordered in rows:

pop
uo
zoɔ29

çip
zec
xul
Ɔe yaxkin30

Mol
cħeen Yax
Zac
Mac
ceh
kankin
Muan
Kayab31

Paax
Cun Ku
(Uayeb cħaƀ)

365
Fifteen [20-day periods] and
three [twenty-day periods] and
five days

(1) It appears that Uayeb cħab is the name 
that represents the five 'unlucky' days 
outside of the 18 months of 20 days.32

29 The months appear inverted; Zip should be first, 
and then Zotz.

30Ɔe means “faltar poco” and it can be translated as 
“falta poco para Yaxkin” (Caso 2011:268).
31 “The months appear inverted; Pax should be first, 

and then Kayab.
32 This is written in Spanish by a different hand.

This is the uinal (month)

Kan Hix

Chucchan Men

Cimih Cib

Manic Caban

Lamat Eɔnab

Muluc Cauac

Oc Ahau

Chuen Imix

Eb Ik

Ben Akbal
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Calendar Wheel Page: 21A transliteration

He lay hun
ɔit katun lae
ti u hoppol u xocol hun
kanil33 lae caxic ti ca
muluc34 latulah Ca kuchul lahca
uac35—Ca tun a ualab oxlahun kan
ti tublaulah hun kan lae hun
ppel36 k[a tach.] tun katun yalabal
oxlahunpel haab u cuch
Ca a ualab hun kan li
cil u cumtal hun ɔit

33 Kan  (Caso 2011:256).
34 Muluc (Caso 2011:256).
35 Should be lah ca tu uac kal (Caso 2011:256).
36 Should be hunpel (Caso 2011:256).

katun

He lay Cantitz lae = ti u [ho]
ppol a ualic ti likin
[ti] xaman ti chikin [tach.]
lahun ti nohol Ca [tach.]
Cu manel a uoc [beel]
ti lakin tu caten [tach.]
ualic ho kan [cabal]
uac muluc Ca chuc u
ca zut ti lakin Ca […]
oxlahun ti [lob]…
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Calendar Wheel Page: 21A Translation

Here is a k'atun fragment. Its count begins 
on 1 Kan, continues to 2 Muluc and 
advances until it completes 112 [turns]. 
Then the count will be 13 Kan and 1 Kan is 
forgotten. This is a k'atun. It is said that a 
cycle is 13 k'atuns. Its burden and its 
measurement is 1 Kan, because with it, one 
part of the k'atun will be seated.

Here are the four cardinal points. Its 
beginning is said to be in the East, [in] the 
North, [in] the West, and terminates in the 
South. [The road] passes  to the east for the 
second time... it is spoken 5 Kan [which is 
below] 6 Muluc and [it reaches] and turns to 
the east… 13 [is bad].
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Eclipse Pages: 22R Transliteration

Ca tulcul uinicob bicil he tu chibil U ti caane yanbal chiic tu
 thanob ma tumenel U chibili hecat cħabtab kin tumenel
 Cayumilti Diose utial u zazcante balcah tu zinil tumenel
 u uolol kak tu cantaz muyal Cumcintabi cu ɔaic zazil ti e
kob yetel ti u helay ue bai37 nene kin cu ɔaic zazilil
chacanac toon uay yokol lume38 he tu caham ych hal39 kin
yetel u tu chun Caan yanob ti yilabale u booy luum balic
u uich lay ue tu tupul u zazilil chibil tun u cah tu than
ah manatob cħacat luum u cahob tu batanba bay u uin
bail yan canal lae u bay luum balic Kin ti Catun zata[c]
u zazilil = = =

37 Should be bay (Caso 2011:257).
38 Should be luum (Caso 2011:257).
39 Should be ichal (Caso 2011:257).
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Eclipses: 22R Transliteration

People believed that [during] a lunar eclipse the heavens are moving by its powers, but 
the lunar eclipse did not create the sun. It was God, Our Father, who illuminated the 
world, the universe.
Because the ball of fire was in the fourth level of the heavens, [it was then] that it lost its 
light,
it was darkened, and the light of the sun was the cause of its light.
It was manifested among us, here above the land, that there were twin suns and in the 
beginning [the two] were in the sky and were seen. The shadow from the earth covered its 
view. The light was put out when it was bitten. Thus, “those who do not have 
understanding40” believe that [the sun] passes through the earth and its towns. The two 
[suns] are below the earth and [one of the two] suns was covered and its clarity 
disappeared.

40 Ah manatob means orphans, people without understanding (Caso 2011:269). This same phrase was also 
used in the Popol Vuh manuscript for the wooden people destroyed by flood (Gabrielle Vail, personal 
communication 2013).
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Maya Zodiac- February (Pisces): 24A Transliteration

He signo lae pizis u kaba ca cuchie lahu ca kal41 ca tac can
ppel ekob = he u cuch kin febrero lae hunkal ca tac Uaxacppel42

hex ora tu manel kine bolonpiz he tun akabe hol hunppel43

ora yan ti cu yocol kin tu yotoch Signo tae tu bolonlahunpiz
u kinil febrero Cu yahaulil lay Signo lae yokol u pach u xau
yoc uinic he u cuche yaax ceel zeentibil halab ɔaci
he palal cu zihil ichil Signo lae ah Cayomob utz tu uichob
u ximbal tan kaknab chocom yolob ah ɔac yahob xotom
yolob manan u yacunahob ti ma mac cichelemtacob ek u
tzotzelob u pol = he ti pal U lae utz u pakal cab yetel uinic ta
bal u hobonil hex cab in chupuc U lae hachicbil u kupul pa
ra yetel Ca pakac melones yetel pipinos yetel u yanab cheob
zuɔtacob =

41 Should be lahun ca kal (Caso 2011:257).
42 Should be uaxacpel (Caso 2011:257). 
43 Should be hunpel (Caso 2011:257).
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Maya Zodiac- February (Pisces) 24A: Transliteration

February
This sign is called Pisces, and comprises thirty-four stars.
It ascends in the month of February, twenty-eight hours will pass
during the day, nine [hours] and at night one hour,
when the sun enters the house of this sign, the day the nineteenth of February.
This sign will rule upon the instep of the person.
Its burdens will be malaria and cough.
[To regain health] one should purge
Children born in this sign will be fishers, and will have good faces,
they will walk in front of the sea and often will be businessmen, doctors, lacking 
confidence, neither nice, nor handsome. Their hair will be black. During the new moon it 
is good to reconstruct the beehives44 and to make the honeycomb take root and
make them full of honey. In this month one can greatly trim the climbing vines, and plant 
melons, cucumbers and have leafy plants [or trees].

44 Hobonil hex cab, or bees without stingers, comes from the genus Melipona, probably the species 
Melipona beecheii (Caso 2011:269).
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